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Fault-tolerant inter-organizational workflow processes help participant organizations
efficiently complete their business activities and operations without extended delays. The
stalling of inter-organizational workflow processes is a common hurdle that causes
organizations immense losses and operational difficulties. The complexity of software
requirements, incapability of workflow systems to properly handle exceptions, and
inadequate process modeling are the leading causes of errors in the workflow processes.
The dissertation effort is essentially about diagnosing errors in stalled inter-organizational
workflow processes. The goals and objectives of this dissertation were achieved by
designing a fault-tolerant software architecture of workflow system’s components/modules
(i.e., workflow process designer, workflow engine, workflow monitoring, workflow
administrative panel, service integration, workflow client) relevant to exception handling
and troubleshooting. The complexity and improper implementation of software
requirements were handled by building a framework of guiding principles and the best
practices for modeling and designing inter-organizational workflow processes. Theoretical
and empirical/experimental research methodologies were used to find the root causes of
errors in stalled workflow processes. Error detection and diagnosis are critical steps that
can be further used to design a strategy to resolve the stalled processes. Diagnosis of errors
in stalled workflow processes was in scope, but the resolution of stalled workflow process
was out of the scope in this dissertation. The software architecture facilitated automatic
and semi-automatic diagnostics of errors in stalled workflow processes from real-time and
historical perspectives. The empirical/experimental study was justified by creating stateof-the-art inter-organizational workflow processes using an API-based workflow system,
a low code workflow automation platform, a supported high-level programming language,
and a storage system. The empirical/experimental measurements and dissertation goals
were explained by collecting, analyzing, and interpreting the workflow data. The
methodology was evaluated based on its ability to diagnose errors successfully (i.e.,
identifying the root cause) in stalled processes caused by web service failures in the interorganizational workflow processes. Fourteen datasets were created to analyze, verify, and
validate hypotheses and the software architecture. Amongst fourteen datasets, seven
datasets were created for end-to-end IOWF process scenarios, including IOWF web service
consumption, and seven datasets were for IOWF web service alone. The results of data
analysis strongly supported and validated the software architecture and hypotheses. The
guiding principles and the best practices of workflow process modeling and designing
conclude opportunities to prevent processes from getting stalled. The outcome of the
dissertation, i.e., diagnosis of errors in stalled inter-organization processes, can be utilized
to resolve these stalled processes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Background
Workflow systems are used to create workflow applications to automate
business processes for organizations in various sectors such as healthcare, e-government,
education, gaming, science. A business process built using a workflow system is
composed of sequential and/or parallel human-centric and/or machine-centric
tasks/activities to fulfill the goals and objectives of organizations. A business process
may also contain subprocess(es) for modularization, maintainability, and reusability
purposes. A workflow system can be built on top of an Application Programming
Interface (API). Supported high-level programming languages are used to build
customized workflow systems where business processes are modeled, designed,
developed, and optimized to create API-based workflow solutions. Similarly, low-code
platforms are also available to develop, deploy, and optimize workflow processes with
minimal coding efforts.
An Inter-Organizational Workflow (IOWF) is essentially a workflow that
forms a business process across two or more organizations for mutual gains such as
increased productivity, rendering better services, a high degree of integrity, transparency,
and streamlining. Simultaneously, IOWF is tremendously helpful but poses several
implementational and operational challenges such as privacy, security, trust management,
autonomy, integrity, and interoperability issues. It is common for organizations
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participating in the IOWF to use heterogeneous workflow systems to develop their part of
the workflow that gets integrated into the IOWF.
Extensible Markup Language (XML) web services are among the best and
most used means to establish inter-organizational business processes across the
organizations to overcome several issues, including the interoperability issues caused by
heterogeneous workflow systems. To cope with the diverse needs of participant
organizations, web services for IOWF should be generic, extensible, and flexible.
Modern workflow systems provide interfaces within the workflow designer tools to
integrate web service operations into workflow processes. Developers can configure,
integrate, and consume web services to set up communication and data sharing in the
IOWF processes. In this context, web services take inputs in the form of Simple Object
Access Protocol (SOAP) / Representational State Transfer (RESTful) / Web API
requests, process the requests, and produce outputs in the form of SOAP/RESTful/Web
API responses. If a web service fails to invoke and/or is unable to complete its operation
successfully, it halts/stalls/fails the web service operation and its containing workflow
process. There could be several reasons for the failure of web service operation in an
IOWF. Some common reasons may include: the target web server that hosts the web
service is down, other network failures, the SOAP/RESTful/Web API request/response is
not conforming to the expected format (schema issues), required inputs to a web service
are either missing or invalid, invocation issues, web service method threw execution
error, authentication/authorization errors, serialization issues, deserialization issues,
heterogeneity, participant organization(s) did not upgrade their system (latency issues).
The web service endpoints, port numbers, security, method names, method input
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parameters, Web Service Description Language (WSDL), environmental configurations,
and web service/API-related configurations are needed when invoking and consuming a
secure web service operation in the workflow process.
Problem Statement
This research addressed the stalling of the web-based Inter-Organizational
Workflow (IOWF) due to missing or invalid values of the input process variables of web
service tied into the workflow process. In this context, the research effort focused on
finding the cause(s) of workflow process failure. Specifically, diagnosis of the stalled
processes pertained to the values of process variables exclusively passed to web service
as part of SOAP/RESTful request in the IOWF. The sources of missing and/or invalid
inputs or the problem workflow node(s) scattered across the workflow, making it
challenging to determine where the problem occurred and what exactly caused the
stalling of IOWF?
Successfully determining the cause and effect of stalled workflow can help
design a corresponding strategy to invoke and resume the stalled process back to normal
by finding an appropriate solution. Workflow exceptions were categorized into known
exceptions and unknown exceptions. This research focused on missing and/or invalid
values of input process variables of a web service method consumed in the IOWF
process. The scope was limited to diagnosing or identifying the cause of errors in stalled
processes. A stalled process or operation in the context of IOWF automation is a process
or operation that has failed to successfully complete one or more of its functionalities
synchronously and, hence, cannot proceed to the next step in a workflow. A stalled
process significantly impacts the stakeholders because it fails to collaborate in a useful
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manner and cannot accomplish designated tasks promptly. In an asynchronous process
error, the process itself appeared as executed successfully, but its containing task is still
failed. “A stalled process can translate to stalled revenue, lost business, dissatisfied
customers, missing assets, or many more problems. (Morinville, 2014, p. 16)”.
Singh et al. (2019) described that resolving a stalled workflow by retry
operation will not always resume the process execution, especially when the process's
defect is related to input data. Murray (2001) depicted the criticality of input data
elements and all other possible data values that flowed into the customized workflow
processes and regarded it as a most challenging area in workflow implementation
processes. Krenn & Stary (2016) and Gadelha et al. (2011) described several workflow
meta-model elements and functions and indicated that missing required inputs or failure
of a function halt the workflow step until the required input is provided. Zhang et al.
(2015) described the importance of required user inputs in successfully executing
software testing workflows and indicated that missing required user input would halt the
workflow. Bryson and Rook (2016) mentioned that a failed operation in a workflow
process could cause the entire workflow to stop functioning, and a resolution to resume
the workflow activity often requires manual intervention. The resumption of stalled
workflow can be done after accurately locating the failed workflow node(s) and
determining the cause of failure. Web services constitute a significant collaboration
framework in IOWF processes using inputs/requests/messages, data processing, and
outputs/responses/messages to commence workflow operations. Xu et al. (2010)
specified the dependencies of extracted inputs from a SOAP request, the processing, and
how workflow gets halted for a brief period until the response is received. Depending on
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the IOWF process requirements, missing optional inputs did not stall the process but
impacted other areas such as reporting or data integrity. Some of the data types of input
data elements or process variables experienced in this research ranged from simple
integer, string, or Boolean to more complex data structures/types such as XML, class,
object, document, dictionary, enumeration, composite constructed, and array types.
Myers (1975) described six software coupling metrics, and common
coupling (tight coupling) is the second from the top with several disadvantages. He
defines common coupling as: “A group of modules are common coupled if they reference
a shared global data structure (Myers, 1975, p. 37).” Rizwan et al. (2020) referred to
common coupling as the global coupling between two modules sharing the common
global variables. A tight coupling between the workflow processes in the form of shared
data elements yields several disadvantages. Changes in one process would require
changes in the other process, frequent compilation, execution errors, and a low degree of
reusability because of high dependencies between the processes. Weichhart (2018)
described tightly coupled systems result in low modifiability, changeability, testability,
and model re-evaluation needed after every change in the system. In essence, the process
variables are data elements that hold process data passed from one node to the other node
in an IOWF process. The workflow process gets stalled when the value of a required
process variable gets missed or invalid. The missing value of the process variable was
needed to compute a function after it is passed to the web service consumed in the
workflow. Similarly, the invalid value of the process variable caused the process to stall.
Input process variables were tightly bound to the process for functional purposes and
could not be omitted, but it often happened that the values of process variables were
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absent or invalid. For example, a web service response turned into an input process
variable for the next node in the workflow. When the web service failed to respond, the
value of the input process variable of the respective workflow node appeared to be absent
and caused the process to stall.
Autonomy lets workflows dynamically adjust or handle exceptions (e.g.,
missing, or invalid inputs) in response to specific needs in real-time and gives
unparalleled flexibility to manage, optimize, and streamline the business processes. In
chapter 3, autonomous workflow models were designed to save time, space, and other
resources. The incapability of IOWF to perform their tasks and activities autonomously
or low level of adaptability was among the root causes of stalled processes. An
autonomous IOWF in the context of exception handling recovered from errors
automatically or semi-automatically after the precise diagnosis of errors in the workflow
was done. The tight coupling of security artifacts such as an access control mechanism
directly affected workflow processes' autonomy, flexibility, and adaptability. A tightly
coupled access control scheme demanded significant changes when workflows had to be
advanced with added security by modifying the existing roles and permissions. Schulz et
al. (2004) concluded that tight coupling and autonomy in IOWF contradict each other.
Therefore, state dependencies should not be used to connect workflow views since state
dependencies interconnect all states of view-tasks, yielding tight coupling. “To realize
full autonomy, functionality is needed, which provides a trust mechanism by offering
features such as message encryption techniques, signature verification, authentication,
and authorization in the context of an inter-organizational workflow. (Pourmirza et al.,
2017, p. 56)”. Xu et al. (2019) mentioned:
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When any of the computing nodes for hosting the meteorological workflows fail,
all sorts of consequences (e.g., data loss, makespan enlargement, performance
degradation, etc.) could arise. Thus, recovering the failed tasks as well as
optimizing the makespan and the load balance of the computing nodes is still a
critical challenge. (p. 6172)
Dissertation Goal
The goal of the dissertation was efficient and accurate troubleshooting or, in
other words, diagnosis of errors in stalled IOWF processes. Completing a business
process often has time limitations in terms of Service Level Agreement (SLA) between
the stakeholders, which is why the stalled process needs to resolve within the defined
time and quality standards to achieve mutual objectives. The goal of the dissertation was
achieved by:
1. Designing a software architecture of selected modules and features of the
Business Process Management Software (BPMS) or Workflow Management
System (WfMS).
2. Specifying the guiding principles and the best practices for constructing a
business process using a standard BPMS or WfMS.
3. Implementing part of designed software architecture specific to error diagnostics,
troubleshooting, and fault tolerance.
4. Conducting a comprehensive data analysis and tests on the implementation.
5. Measuring and concluding the dissertation to justify the hypothesis.
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Figure 1
A Typical Set of Components/Modules and Features of a Workflow System.

Research Questions and/or Hypotheses
Current workflow systems do not have adequate capability to diagnose errors
efficiently and accurately in the production workflows. The vendors and customers of
workflow systems put significant efforts and invest in resources to diagnose and resolve
stalled workflow processes. Customers often give up those workflow systems having
frequently stalled processes, prolonged diagnosis, inefficient resolution, and low degree
of fault tolerance. Therefore, automatic, or semi-automatic recovery was needed to
resolve stalled processes. The diagnosis of stalled processes in this research was efficient
and accurate, which can be further used to resolve stalled processes through automatic or
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semi-automatic resolution strategies. Finding the root cause of stalled process is often
very time-consuming and needs specialized resources to manually conduct the root cause
analysis. Based on the outcome of the cause-and-effect analysis, a specific strategy can
be designed to resolve stalled processes. Even though most workflow systems indicate
the occurrence of errors, but automatically generated error messages were very generic,
the root cause was spread across the workflow, and the actual location of the artifact
causing the error was challenging to identify. The scope of the errors diagnostics in this
research was limited to IOWF errors caused by a shared web service failure. The input
process variables or the web service request parameters may not necessarily be the output
of the previous step in the workflow; the source of the inputs was scattered across the
IOWF. The errors in IOWF were not readily available to participant organizations due to
the privacy and security of IOWF artifacts such as web service. The reason being the
security configurations of an organization did not allow to expose some, or all its error
logs data to other organizations, or at least authorization was required. The research
questions (RQ) addressed in this dissertation are summarized as follows:
RQ1. Under what conditions concerning software artifacts and data (e.g., process
data/variables, process environment, workflow engine) do IOWF processes get stalled?
RQ2. Which methods have been used or proposed to diagnose workflow errors, and how
was the validation done?
RQ3. What are the root causes of errors in stalled workflow processes?
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RQ4. Which software design and development artifacts are required to analyze,
construct/design, and implement an effective fault-tolerant software architecture of
required workflow system components/modules?
RQ5. What are the software requirements to build a fault-tolerant software architecture of
selected components/modules of a workflow system?
RQ6. How will verification and validation be done in diagnosing the stalled workflow
processes?
RQ7. What resources (e.g., software tools) are required to achieve the dissertation goal
successfully?
RQ8. Will the technique of diagnosing the errors in stalled workflow processes be
feasible, unique, useful, and adhere to the concluded software quality attributes?
Relevance and Significance
Workflow Systems, WfMS, or BPMS are fundamentally a set of software
tools that help organizations analyze, model/design/optimize, develop, integrate, test,
deploy, and monitor business processes or workflow processes. The applications and
products (e.g., workflows) of WfMS/BPMS are built using GUI, API, custom-built
through high-level programming languages, supported tools, and technologies. The
workflow systems consist of several modules such as the Administrative Panel,
Developer/Process Designer/Modeler, Workflow Engine, Service Integration,
Monitoring/Logging, Deployment Panel, and Client. In IOWF, multiple organizations
collaborate synchronously or asynchronously to streamline their business processes to
benefit and achieve common objectives. Tight coupling made IOWF processes hard to
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modify, hard to reuse, and threw several exceptions related to data, such as null pointer
exception or type errors. Tight coupling made IOWF less flexible, less interoperable, less
autonomous, and less cohesive.
Pourmirza et al. (2017) found several problems in IOWF, such as
interoperability, dynamicity, and security. These software quality attributes are often
disregarded when designing the software architecture of IOWF. Tight coupling of
structured values of data elements was among the root causes of stalling IOWF processes.
The IOWF process’s inputs, outputs, and other data-related artifacts were mapped strictly
(or tightly bound) between the processes, making them vulnerable and throwing
exceptions when values got missed, null, or inappropriate. During the IOWF process
collaboration, sensitive data was exchanged between participant organizations/entities. In
a successful execution, this data is exchanged successfully and seamlessly without
interruption or exception. Initially, these processes worked; however, when the
configurations/source got changed (in one or more organizations) due to some software
maintenance reasons (e.g., modification, up-gradation, latency, enhancements), then these
processes became no longer interoperable or compatible and hence did not exchange the
data and resources successfully. Consequently, it delayed the workflow tasks because the
process was in a halted/stuck/stalled state. Deelman et al. (2015) mentioned the increased
usage of scientific workflows and its importance to recovery from failure.
Barriers and Issues
The WfMS and BPMS are industry-standard expensive and proprietary
software tools frequently used by organizations for workflow and business process
automation. The design and development of the entire suite of the workflow system were
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beyond the scope of this dissertation. Therefore, an API-based workflow system was
chosen and explored to further extend the existing software architecture. Some of the
technical details of API-based Workflow Engine were available through vendor
documentation or reverse engineering. However, it was not easy to find the technical
details and software architectural information of many proprietary workflow systems and
BPMS suites.
Assumptions, Limitations, and Delimitation
The construction of software architecture was limited to selected
components/modules of the workflow system and their corresponding features related to
error diagnostics. The components included workflow engine, workflow client, and web
service integration modules. Regarding the implementation of software architecture, only
a part of the architecture relevant to fault tolerance and troubleshooting was implemented
using Microsoft.NET software development platform, SQL Server, Web Services, an
API-based workflow engine, and a cloud-based BPMS. The API-based workflow engine
was utilized to support those features which did not have to be addressed in this
dissertation but were mandatory to have a holistic view of the workflow system or
workflow process (an application/product of workflow system). This dissertation was
limited to diagnosing the errors in stalled workflow processes and did not cover or
address the resolution of errors but discussed the resolution strategy in general to support
the overall objectives. From a software design and development standpoint, workflow
systems are categorized into GUI-based, API-based workflow systems, or a mix of both.
GUI-based workflow systems pose limitations when required to be extended by thirdparty components for customization. Therefore, to avoid this limitation, an API-based
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workflow system was used to implement a part of software architecture in this
dissertation. Software quality attributes and metrics addressed in this research included
fault-tolerance, autonomy, coupling, flexibility, privacy, trust management, security,
interoperability, complexity, testability, latency, adaptability, defects by severity, and
defects by priority.
List of Acronyms
•

Application Programming Interface (API)

•

Business Process Management (BPM)

•

Business Process Management Notations (BPMN)

•

Business Process Management Software (BPMS)

•

Create, Read, Update, Delete (CRUD)

•

Database Management System (DBMS)

•

Enterprise Application Integration (EAI)

•

Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD)

•

Globally Unique Identifier (GUID)

•

Graphical User Interface (GUI)

•

Inter-Organizational Workflow (IOWF)

•

Internet of Things (IoT)

•

Multi-Agent System (MAS)

•

Representational State Transfer (REST or RESTful)

•

Scientific Workflow Management System (SWfMS)

•

Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)
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•

Structured Query Language (SQL)

•

Task-Based Authorization Control (TBAC)

•

Unified Modeling Language (UML)

•

Uniform Resource Locator (URL)

•

Web Service Description Language (WSDL)

•

Workflow Management System (WfMS)

Summary
WfMS and BPMS primarily evolved from groupware type of software that
deals with the collaboration, communication, and coordination between people through
computers. Workflow automation should be considered a subset of BPM where data
communication and computer networks are used extensively. WfMS and BPMS play a
critical role in the digital infrastructures of organizations to streamline their business
processes. Workflow exceptions in terms of stalled IOWF processes continue to happen
in production environments resulting in several issues, including financial losses. Web
services are used frequently to exchange data between organizations and invoke IOWF
processes. Missing and invalid values of process variables in web services threw
exceptions and halted the workflows. The design and partial implementation of a
software architecture of selected modules/components and features of a WfMS were
carried out in this dissertation. The guiding principles and the best practices were
specified for process modeling, designing, and development. A fault-tolerant software
architecture addressed error diagnostics in stalled workflow processes while adhering to
relevant software quality attributes.
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Chapter 2
Review of Literature
Overview
Jadam and Garapati (2014) characterized workflow as a directed graph where
process data streamed from one node to the other in a forward direction. Furthermore,
tightly/loosely coupled workflow tasks/activities/processes are executed synchronously
or asynchronously. Tightly coupled IOWF processes share knowledge and structured data
and become solely dependent on each other to achieve common objectives. Adaptability
in workflow processes defines the extent to which a process can dynamically change
itself intelligently or follow an alternate route to fulfill process goals in exceptional
situations. The workflow processes often stop functioning and have high technical and
economic burdens for not being adaptive to technological, requirement, or other
software/hardware changes. The degree of autonomy of organizations or IOWF processes
is a software quality metric that defines how an IOWF process can successfully execute
independently. Schulz et al. (2004) described WfMS's autonomy as a critical
characteristic of cross-organizational workflows. When a workflow task inside a
subprocess did not execute successfully, it failed itself and stalled its containing process
and its parent processes, resulting in the entire workflow not functioning.
Chergui et al. (2016) elaborated Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) as a custom
frame of IOWF abstraction to address the security concerns arising from loosely coupled
IOWF design. The MAS used meta models to cover organizational aspects and resolve
autonomy, heterogeneity, scalability, distribution constraints, and flexibility issues in
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IOWF processes. The MAS used a matching unit with a comparison algorithm to address
business objectives per user requests. To resolve tight coupling and achieve autonomy of
organizations, Chergui et al. (2016) preferred MAS-based loose IOWF design, which
addresses heterogeneity constraints and helps in cooperation, coordination, semantic web,
and understanding needs of the organization. Guimaraes et al. (2014) worked on userdefined exception handling and fault-tolerant technique based on users’ preferences and
grid resources to diagnose and recover from a failure in workflows in the grid.
Kang et al. (2001) explained autonomous workflows concerning the security
domain that was generalized to explain the problem of this research effort, where the
tight coupling of process data elements such as input process variables was a concern.
They distinguished between the traditional access control model with an interorganizational based access control model to achieve autonomy. They argued that interorganizational participants might change, i.e., new organizations could emerge, or
existing organizations may leave the IOWF. “Therefore, interorganizational workflows
need to be insulated from organization level changes so that workflows can continuously
operate without changing workflow specifications, including security specifications.
(Kang et al., 2001, p. 3)”. Hence, the application-level (workflow) security infrastructure
was separated from the organization-level security infrastructure. The Task-Based
Authorization Control (TBAC) is well suited for agent-based computing and workflows
because it focuses on security modeling and enforcement from the application and
enterprise perspectives instead of a system-centric subject-object view. Kang et al. (2001)
suggested decoupling organization security infrastructure from workflow-specific
security infrastructure while still honoring each organization's autonomy. The authors
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indicated that mapping between the workflow-specific security infrastructure in
participating organizations must be updated when participants leave or enter an IOWF.
Zhao et al. (2015) proposed a scientific workflow management system (SWfMS) in the
cloud with features such as fault-tolerance and smart reruns and the tradeoff between
various system parameters, performance and reliability, and cost. “A BPM solution must
have very strong exception handling capabilities offered as a part of administrator
module, or as a part of the workflow client. (Khan, 2004, p. 323)”.
Gaps and Weaknesses
Researchers worked out several solutions for stalled processes. Schäfer et al.
(2016) designed HAWKS, a system of highly available execution of workflows.
Specifically, Schäfer et al. (2016) elaborated on the failure of network resources
responsible for executing workflow processes. They suggested executing workflows on
alternative network resources during the network resource down event. However, the
solution did not address the workflow process failure because of issues in the process
data. The reason for inputs being missed or invalid was not due to the currently stalled
workflow step; instead, it was scattered across the entire process at any other workflow
steps. Khaldi et al. (2020) devised an algorithm to improve the fault-tolerance scheduling
of clustered workflows in a high computing cloud environment. The approach is well
suited for network-level solutions for failed workflows. However, their approach did not
address the failure of workflow tasks because of missing or invalid inputs in IOWF
processes. Fang & Lin (2021) used an object-oriented analysis and design method to
build a workflow engine for the manufacturing industry in the Internet of Things (IoT).
From the perspectives of exception handling in the workflow engine, they mentioned a
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lifecycle of exceptions that occur during a web service call in the workflow engine. Fang
& Lin (2021) discussed exception handling in general terms but did not specifically talk
about the diagnosis of errors or exceptions in workflow processes due to missing or
invalid values of web service being invoked.
Analysis of Research Methods
Researchers and workflow system vendors utilized theoretical and
empirical/experimental research methodologies to overcome stalled workflow processes.
Researchers explored several challenges of IOWF, such as “One of these challenges
concerns the autonomy of organizations, which requires that each BPMS involved in an
inter-organizational collaboration works independently and is not obliged to divulge the
details of its internal business processes to other BPMS. (Pourmirza et al., 2017, p. 56)”.
Researchers have proposed several methods to address stalled processes, such as retrying
the failed operation executing the failed operation on an alternate network resource.
Summary
Advanced exception handling and monitoring capabilities are mandatory for
taking proactive actions in case of workflow processes stalling or when costly exceptions
occur. BPMS and WfMS are based on groupware type of software and innovating to
Coordination Science and Collective Intelligence in some recent research. A recent
literature review indicated that adequate research and development efforts are required in
this problem domain, i.e., error diagnosis, fault tolerance, exception handling, and
troubleshooting workflows created using WfMS/BPMS.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
Overview of Research Methodology/Design
A combination of theoretical and empirical/experimental research
methodologies was used to diagnose errors in stalled IOWF processes. The research
performed in this dissertation was about a real-world problem in workflow automation
and business process management in production systems; therefore, the diagnosis of
errors in IOWF was solved from theoretical computer science and applied computer
science perspectives. The solution devised a fault-tolerant software engineering method
accompanied by a software architecture that facilitated troubleshooting of stalled
processes. The newly devised method consumed little time compared to the time being
consumed earlier. As a future enhancement, the error diagnostics information can be used
to resolve the stalled processes automatically or semi-automatically. The dissertation
addressed the following two perspectives when diagnosing errors in stalled processes:
1. Real-time error diagnosis of currently executing processes
2. Historical error diagnosis of already executed processes
Firstly, the solution was efficient in terms of time and space. Secondly, the
solution accurately diagnosed the errors in stalled processes. Thirdly, the solution is
useful for vendors and customers. The failure of the shared IOWF web service as well as
the workflow transactions was stored in the database, including detailed information
about the error. The algorithms traversed backward and/or forward directions in stalled
workflow to determine the root cause of the error. The algorithms utilized knowledgebase
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lookup, and transactional entities were created in the SQL Server database that used
parameterized queries to provide precise details on the error. The combined traversal and
knowledgebase method was further advanced with autonomy and proper coupling of
process variables, workflows, and participant organizations. Activation of the error
diagnostic method was based on detecting errors in the workflow, which was done using
an agent system that monitored the state of IOWF from real-time and historical
standpoints. A variant of the real-time error diagnosing method was used to determine the
root cause of errors in already executed processes from a historical traverse perspective.
The software architecture of concerned modules/components of a WfMS was constructed
based on the requirement analysis to support required software quality attributes,
mandatory software metrics, and error diagnosis. Software Engineering and Unified
Modeling Language (UML) diagrams, classified into behavioral and structural diagrams
such as use case, sequence, class, entity-relationship, and workflow diagrams, were
produced to elaborate the design and approach. A part of the designed software
architecture related to error diagnosis was implemented using object-oriented principles
and supported programming language (c#) to fulfill empirical and experimental studies.
A sample web-based workflow application was inaugurated as a Proof of Concept (POC)
to experience the solution from the implementation standpoint.
The design of a software architecture of the relevant components/modules of
the workflow system and the process modeling was the core of this dissertation. The
software architecture was designed to achieve, influence, and improve software quality
attributes such as fault-tolerance, autonomy, coupling, flexibility, privacy, trust
management, security, interoperability, complexity, testability, latency, and adaptability
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in IOWF processes. A fault-tolerant and flexible software architecture primarily allowed
the diagnosis of automatic and/or semi-automatic errors in stalled workflow processes.
Bass et al. (2003) defined software architecture as a set of structures needed to reason
about the system that encompasses software elements, relations among software
elements, and properties of both software elements and relations among software
elements.
To date, experts (such as developers of the workflows) intervene to find
causes and effects of IOWF errors using specialized tools such as monitoring,
administrative, and logging tools. Expert recovery prolongs the identification of errors
due to prioritization, developers' availability, expertise, cost, and several other factors.
With the usefulness of this research effort, the workflow system has built-in and design
time capability to identify and report the known or unknown exceptions caused by web
service failure in IOWF during its execution in real-time. The cause-and-effect analysis
was conducted for currently executing workflow instances. It was also done from a
historical standpoint by preserving the process data of already executed instances of the
workflows. The software architecture was based on fault-tolerant principles, process
modeling, designing, and implementation best practices. Microsoft.NET software
development platform was used to model and design IOWF processes, including creating
data elements, mapping input/output process variables, configuration, assignments, and
other computations. An existing and customizable BPMS/WfMS was extended with
respect to fault-tolerance, troubleshooting, exception handling, and error diagnosis
features. An API-based BPMS/WfMS was used to utilize the default workflow features
that were not the focus of this dissertation. The default features of workflow system
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include overall process execution framework, rules management, process map,
monitoring process activities/tasks/processes, process variables binding, data flow,
assignments, and integration tools that integrate workflow processes with out-of-the-box
third-party applications, web services, and processes developed in other workflow
systems.
Figure 2
A Typical Workflow Process Lifecycle

The software architecture adhered to principles and the best practices to
construct IOWF processes so that the tight coupling of shared data elements could be
avoided between IOWF processes, and exceptions could be diagnosed and reported
appropriately and promptly. Theoretical studies did a comprehensive and systemic
literature review to research and concluded a theoretical base to diagnose errors in IOWF.
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The empirical studies did an experimental view and observations of the error diagnostics
solution constructed based on theoretical studies. The experimental research was done
using Microsoft.NET development platform, SQL Server, API-based workflow system,
and a cloud-based BPMS to implement a part of the designed software architecture for
the required IOWF processes, workflow engine, and relevant components/modules.
A sophisticated heuristic algorithm was analyzed and designed to diagnose
exceptions in IOWF processes. The workflow system’s capability to diagnose the
abnormalities was enhanced in a built-in manner with minimum design-time
configurations features using new software architecture. This way, exceptions were
handled through process modeling, designing, and implementation through requirement
engineering by utilizing the newly built exception handling features in the workflow
system (i.e., through the best practices process modeling and implementation guidelines).
The fault-tolerant software architecture of the components/modules of the
workflow system was based on module and component-and-connector structures. Due to
the nature of the problem addressed, the architecture followed component-and-connector
structure when designing runtime dynamic interactions and module architectural
structures when designing static views of the workflow system. Software architecture
addressed concerns in the runtime interaction of components, process data, data flow, and
shared data sources as part of errors diagnosis in workflow processes. The scope of the
software architecture of selected sections of the chosen components/modules of the
workflow system (i.e., workflow process designer, workflow engine, workflow
monitoring, workflow administrative panel, service integration, workflow client) was
theoretical and empirical. The aspects of software architecture included detailed root
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architecture, architecture style, and evaluation method to verify and validate the proposed
solution. Conceptual, logical, and physical software architecture was designed to answer
fault-tolerance, autonomy, coupling, flexibility, privacy, trust management, security,
interoperability, complexity, testability, latency, and adaptability concerns of IOWF. The
physical layer of the software architecture was designed on the fundamental principles
and rules of object-oriented design methodology. To date, the process data and associated
activities in workflow processes are deemed to be moved in the forward direction unless
the previously executed node is re-invoked through exception handling, backward, or
alternate routes. The solution designed a lightweight high-level workflow model where
an already executed workflow process instance was subject to error diagnostics in both
forward and backward directions. The sole purpose of backward navigation was to track
down workflow nodes bound to missing/invalid input or output process variables. The
backward process navigation retrieved more than one workflow node with dependencies
on missing/invalid inputs as input or output process variables of identified nodes found
through backward navigation. Therefore, it was challenging to identify the node (amongst
many) that caused the failure. Once problem nodes were identified and errors were
diagnosed, appropriate actions were taken through the agent system to update the
workflow statuses to determine and acknowledge that a process has been stalled (in
scope). The resolution of the stalled process (such as retry) based on diagnostics was out
of scope in this dissertation.
Diagnosis of a stalled IOWF process proceeded by maintaining and querying
the state (e.g., failed, running, completed, canceled, delayed, terminated, deleted, expired,
stopped) of the workflow processes at two levels concerning IOWF, i.e., global level and
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local level. By determining the state of the workflow process, it was concluded whether a
workflow process was stalled or not at a particular time or stage during the process
execution. Diagnosis required finding out which node in the IOWF process was stalled
and the root cause of the problem. Like the state of the process needed to be preserved,
the error diagnosis information must also be preserved. Workflow systems are dataintensive and preserve the workflow process's entire transaction for a configured
duration. The solution was data-intensive, and it needed data modeling and designing for
a normalized database schema, which helped diagnose the stalled processes through the
human-machine collective intelligence. Several test cases were designed to test and
measure the error diagnostic solution for active stalled IOWF processes. During the test,
the inputs were made invalid or missed on purpose to fail the web service method to see
whether the design works?
Creswell et al. (2002) specified several research designs for academic
research. The experimental designs were applied by designing the required software
architecture of selected modules/components of selected sections/features of the
workflow system. A part of software architecture relevant to error diagnosis was
implemented, which elaborated how designers and developers can configure and handle
exceptions at design time and/or built-in the system. The stalled workflow processes were
identified by monitoring the numerical or categorical status variables or through an agent
system. The status variables or agent system held valuable information about the stalled
processes, such as which inputs got missed and where the trustworthy sources of missing
variables exist? The uniqueness and usefulness of fault-tolerant software architecture of
workflow systems was the foundation of this dissertation.
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Specific Research Methods Employed
Modern design and implementational artifacts were created by design
science’s epistemological and applied research perspectives. The objectives and goals
were accomplished by creating new artifacts that did not exist previously, extending
existing artifacts, and achieving the same goals and objectives by adopting a different
approach. Walls et al. (1992) defined that the design of a system encompasses a process
comprised of activities for creating something new and a product comprised of artifacts
created while performing the activities. The resulting software artifacts included
constructs, models, methods/algorithms, and instantiations (algorithms code).
Instrument Development and Validation
A real-world software architectural design was created based on theory and
experience, and part of it was implemented using the Microsoft.NET software
development platform and other BPM development tools. The experiments were
conducted for verification, validation, and evaluation purposes. The test cases were
designed for the authenticity and validity of the proposed solution. The workflow test
data was observed and interpreted into meaningful information. The results of
experiments were communicated back to the real world and cross-matched with the
theoretical and physical design expectations. The verification and validation stage
required fine-tuning or correction in error diagnosing method and software architecture.
Once the result set complies with theory, the corresponding knowledge for diagnosing the
errors in stalled IOWF processes was revealed, and conclusions were drawn. Hence, new
knowledge was contributed to the said field by the procession of research methods to
acquire knowledge.
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The core solution was devised by creating a software architecture composed
of software structures where each structure is a set of elements held together with
relations. A WfMS or, more recently, a BPMS essentially consists of several
modules/components. The fault-tolerant software architecture of selected
components/modules that play a role in error diagnosing was designed to analyze the
exceptions that occur during the execution of workflow tasks, especially when invoking,
processing, and completing the web service requests.
Figure 3
A Facet of Web Service Invocation
The request parameters could initialized
or updated anywhere in the workflow
process and hence the source of these
inputs is scattered across the workflow .

A web service method that took inputs
from current workflow, process it, and
passed it to the other workflow in an
IOWF scenario.

Request parameter 1

Request parameter 2

Response parameters

Response parameters
received after successful
execution of IOWF web
service in synchronously
or asynchronously.

Request parameter 3

One facet (amongst many others) of the cause of a stalled process is
illustrated in figure 3. A web service method invoked inside the workflow process takes
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inputs, and another web service method gives one or more outputs, including a GUID.
All inputs must be present in a valid state to produce a valid GUID output from another
workflow process through another web service call. The sources of input are scattered
across the workflow. When a web service fails, only the current node appears to have
failed. However, the actual reason for the failure may exist at some other node(s) in the
workflow which means that the workflow process will not always successfully resume by
retrying the current failed node when the cause of the error exists at some other node.
Manual troubleshooting to find and resume the stalled process involves specialized
software tools to track down the missing and/or invalid process variable(s) backward
through each workflow step, including subprocesses. It is often a very cumbersome and
prolonged process to evaluate the functionality of each production workflow node and its
impact on the value of the process variable. Once the problem node is found, then based
on the tool's capability, the failed process is made editable in a production environment,
the missing value is populated, and then the process is retried to see if it is resumed
successfully? It is just one common way and may not always be successful because of
many other supplementary facets of the problem and their corresponding resolutions.
A software engineering method was devised to track and record the
process variables of web service and the workflow nodes from where these process
variables passed through within the designated workflow concerning diagnosing errors in
stalled processes. The software engineering method determined the impact of each
workflow task/activity execution on the relevant process variables. Finding out the
impact of forwarding execution of each step on the target process variable is vital to
conclude that at which step of the workflow the value of the process variable was
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initialized, changed, invalidated, or missed. The design and analysis of suitable heuristic
algorithms were needed to traverse the process variables and workflow nodes in
backward and forward directions to diagnose errors in stalled processes. Hence, it was a
data-intensive approach where all workflow instances were stored in a database or log
files. Further, the recording of the transactions was made configurable so that at the
discretion of the organization’s policy, it could be turned ON or OFF to avoid
unnecessary database usage based on the stability of workflows. A set of global and local
exception handling variables or an agent system were used to alert the designated
individuals and/or groups about the statuses of running workflow processes. The default
exception details generated by the programming language were integrated with a
knowledgebase scheme to be displayed and stored in the database/logs. Similarly, process
modeling and design best practices addressed the issues of synchronous and
asynchronous process execution concerning diagnosing errors. The architectural design
was classified into two architectural structures, i.e., module and component-andconnector structures. First, for the sake of this dissertation, the software architecture of
selected features/functions about fault tolerance and error diagnosing of the following
modules were designed:
•

Workflow Engine (fault-tolerance, exception handling, diagnosis of errors)

•

Workflow Process Designer

•

Workflow Monitoring (process/task monitoring, troubleshooting)

•

Databases (system, custom, web service, and error databases)

•

Workflow Client

•

Workflow Administrative Panel
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•

Web Service Integration

The module structures of the WfMS represented the static views (i.e., the primary
responsibility of each module or feature) while considering and reasoning about the
system. Second, the component-and-connector structures were created after defining and
designing the module structures concerning exception handling and fault-tolerance
(precisely diagnosing the errors in stalled processes). The component-and-connector
views represented the runtime behaviors and interactions of selected software
components (or software modules) of the WfMS. Third, for the sake of this dissertation,
parts of designed modules and components structures were implemented using the .NET
software development platform for developing organization1 workflows. A cloud-based
low code BPM platform was also used to create organization2 workflows. Fourth,
guiding principles and the best practices for modeling, designing, and implementing an
IOWF process were outlined. Fifth, the data analysis in this dissertation was distributed
into the following sections: Workflow Data Patterns, IOWF Web Service Data Patterns,
Datasets & Test Cases. This data analysis was done with respect to Quantitatively Data
Analysis, Qualitative Data Analysis, Prospective Data Analysis, and Retrospective Data
Analysis. Data collected in each data analysis section were distributed into default
workflow process data (system), custom data (software requirements), web service data,
and web service error/exception data. Each data collection category can be further
divided into lookup data and transactional/dynamic data of workflow/business processes.
Figure 13 below is an example entity relationship diagram (ERD) for the workflows.
Major entities include Process, Activity/Task, Web Service, and Web Service Error.
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Figure 4
A Basic Entity Relationship Diagram
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This research effort provided an approach to model, design, and
implement a workflow process based on the best practices to help diagnose errors
scattered across the workflow nodes in the IOWF. The correct diagnostics was mandatory
to resolve the stalled process. Software architecture was produced based on the guiding
principles and the best practices yielding error diagnostics and exception handling. An
example of the best practice explained how to develop a workflow that facilitates error
diagnostics. Suppose organizations establish their workflow process by following those
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guiding principles and the best practices; then, in the event of an error, the system
efficiently finds the root cause and details of the error (in scope), which helps resolve the
stalled process (out of scope). Hence, the error diagnostics information can be further
used to design a strategy to resolve the error (such as retrying the faulty nodes by
populating the process variables), which is out of the scope of this dissertation. The
novelty of the problem statement and the construction of fault-tolerant software
architecture were justified and proved through research and development efforts by
following theoretical and empirical/experimental studies. Therefore, the dissertation goal
is met. The empirical/experimental study measured:
•

When and which workflow process/node gets stalled?

•

What is the root cause of the workflow process stalling?

•

Moreover, determine if the root cause analysis produced the correct results?
The empirical/experimental measurements were done through a series of

steps, including numerical variables, categorical variables, and/or through an agent
system to maintain the statuses of the workflows. The databases and algorithms were
required to store and traverse all the workflow transactions to classify which node(s)
caused the failure and the reason for failure? and verification/validation of the correct
root cause(s) of the failure. The empirical/experimental measurements (to determine the
workflow status) were done at each activity or operation of the workflow to successfully
identify whether the process gets stalled or went through from that specific node
successfully? After determining the error node, the empirical/experimental study
identified the node that caused the error and the reasons for failure. Finally, an
empirical/experimental study verified and validated the error that happened. In this way,
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the data observed and collected in the empirical/experimental study determined the error
state, the root cause and verified & validated the error.
Software Architecture – Overview
An overview of software requirements for building a fault-tolerant software
architecture that supports the diagnosis of errors in stalled processes due to missing or
invalid process variables in the workflow management system is described as follows:
1. The workflow management system’s workflow designer module must have a
feature where a web service method can be configured using
SOAP/RESTful/Web API Endpoint, Port Number, Method Name, Request
Parameters, Response Parameters, Authentication, and Authorization.
2. In case of an error that occurred due to the missing or invalid values of input
process variables, the web service method logic must return missing/invalid
parameter name(s) and all the default error/exception related details back to the
workflow. For instance, the SOAP Exception class in .NET usually includes
Actor, Code, Data, Detail, HelpLink, HResult, InnerException, Lang, Message,
Node, Role, Source, StackTrace, SubCode, and TargetSite error objects.
3. The inputs and outputs of every step of the workflow process, subprocess,
activity/task, and operation should be stored in a database.
4. Suppose a specific process variable is passed to multiple workflow steps one after
the other. In that case, the database should store such details systematically.
5. Suppose a specific process variable is being updated at multiple steps
(tasks/activities) one after the other. In that case, the database should store such
details in a query-able and retrievable form.
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6. In case of web service failure in an IOWF, the specific global variable must
reflect the error status and transfer the status to local variables.
7. Web service methods should be programmed/designed in such a way that it
verifies and validate all inputs parameters that are passed from the workflow
process to the web service method. So that in the event of an error, the default
error/exception details generated by the programming language’s compiler should
be further extended with input parameter name(s), the parameter value(s), and any
other valuable details as part of the error message returned to workflow process.
8. The web service integration workflow node should be capable of configuring
inputs in such a way that every input for the web service node should have a track
of all those previous nodes from where that input passed through, including where
that input was initialized within the current workflow. Optionally allows
workflow designer to verify and validate each input being passed to the web
service method. This systematic verification and validation disallowed the
invocation of the web service method and hence can be caught at an early stage.
However, this systematic verification and validation should be optional at the
business requirement and/or designer’s discretion. This optional configuration is
well aligned with standard software design and development practices.
9. Alongside the transaction should be stored in the database, the workflow designer
at the web service integration node should allow configuring a securely
authorized exclusive interface that allows only web service input fields in an
editable node. In the event of error right at the web service integration node, this
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interface should be activated optionally to designated entities for re-entering the
values and re-invoking the failed web service integration node.
Software Architecture – Use Case Diagrams
Use case diagram represents workflow system from user’s perspective. Use
case diagram drawn in this section depicts only functional requirements. Components of
the use case diagram include Use cases, Associations, Actors, and System Boundaries.
The use case diagram in Figure 5 describes the privileges of two roles, i.e., WfMS Role1
and WfMS Role2 having access to two main functions that are generalized from the
“View Stalled Processes” use case, i.e., “View Current Stalled Process” and “View
Already Executed Stalled Processes”. The diagnostic details are an integral part of both
use cases. The functionality can be built within Workflow Monitoring and Workflow
Engine modules.
Figure 5
Use Case Diagram of Viewing Current and Existing Stalled Process

Diagnostics Details

<<Include>>

View Current Stalled Process

View Stalled Processes

View Already Executed Stalled Processes

WfMS Role1

WfMS Role2

The use case in Figure 6 below describes a functional requirement where
WfMS Role3 includes individuals or groups who need to receive a notification when an
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active workflow process is stalled due to missing or invalid inputs passed to an IOWF
web service. The notification can be an email, mobile text message, voice call, or desktop
notification. The roles defined in the series of these diagrams can be implemented using
the operating system’s built-in infrastructures for access mechanisms such as Active
Directory (AD) or Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP). The use case in
Figure 6 below is specific to a workflow process that currently gets stalled. This use case
is not for processes that are already stalled unless those processes (es) are retried to
generate a new instance of error for an already stalled process.
Figure 6
Use Case Diagram of Stalled Process Notifications

Receive Stalled Process Notification

<<Include>>

Diagnostics Details

WfMS Role3

The following two use cases in Figure 7 illustrate the functional
requirements where an IOWF web service method is invoked by a workflow process as
well as an IOWF web service consumes one of its methods to invoke a workflow process.
Both invocations require input to be provided by the caller. The actors in this use case
diagram are subsystems unlikely the human actors in other use case diagrams in this
report. The subsystems actors require prior authentication and authorizations before
IOWF web service and workflow invocation. The “includes” relationship in this use case
diagram, i.e., “Provide Input Process Variables” acquire inputs from several sources such
as user inputs, machine-generated inputs, constants, inputs retrieved from the database.
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Figure 7
Use Case Diagram of Invoking Workflow Process and IOWF Web Service

Invoke IOWF Webservice

<<Include>>

Workflow Process

Provide Input Process Variables

Invoke Worklfow Process

<<Include>>

IOWF Webservice

The use case diagram mentioned in Figure 8 below represents the functional
requirements where a technical role such as WfMS Role4 model, design, and develop a
workflow process by utilizing an API -Based workflow system, which is extended using
Visual Studio. The WfMS Role4 builds fault-tolerance features in the workflow by
implementing exceptional and alternate routes. The WfMS Role4 also implements the
workflow process so that diagnostic details are available systematically to concerned
individuals and groups. Similarly, WfMS Role5 analyzes, designs, develops, and
integrates an IOWF web service equipped with fault-tolerance features compatible with
the workflow process to gather diagnostic details.
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Figure 8
Use Case Diagram of Design and Development of Workflow Process and IOWF Web
Service

<<Include>>

Model, Design, and Develop Workflow Process

WfMS Role4
Fault Tolerance & Diagnostics

Design and Implement IOWF Webservice

<<Include>>

WfMS Role5

Software Architecture – Sequence Diagram
A sequence diagram is another type of behavioral UML diagram that models
the collaboration and interaction of objects in a workflow system based on time
sequences in a specific use case scenario. Some of the notations of a standard sequence
diagram include Actor, Lifeline, Activation, Call Message, Return Message, and Self
Message. In general, each use case can be translated or realized into a sequence diagram.
The sequence diagrams drawn in Figures 9, 10, and 11 are a realization of
the use case diagram mentioned in Figure 5. A workflow actor with WfMS Role1 or
WfMS Role2 invokes lifelines by call messages ViewCurrentlyStalledProcess(),
ViewExistingStalledProcesses(), or ViewDiagnosticDetails() respectively. The workflow
system validates the request and displays an error message if request components are
invalid within the alt fragment. In case a request is valid, the call messages
RetrieveStalledProcessAndDiagnosticDetails(),
RetrieveAlreadyExecutedStalledProcesses(), or RetrieveDiagnosticDetails() are passed to
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the Controller lifeline which in turn process and forward the request to “Algorithm/Data
Source” lifeline using ApplyAlgorithm() call message. The “Diagnostic Details Landing
Page” lifeline gets invoked and displays the stalled process errors and diagnostics details.
Figure 9
Sequence Diagram of Viewing Current Stalled Process

WfMS Role 1

Invoke

Diagnostic Details
Landing Page

Controller

Algorithm/Data
Source

1: ViewCurrentlyStalledProcess()

1.1: ValidateRequest()

alt

1.2: RetrieveStalledProcessAndDiagnosticDetails()

Valid Request

1.2.1: ApplyAlgorithm()
1.2.1.1: DisplayStalledProcessAndDiagnosticDetails()

Invalid Request

1.3: DisplayError()
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Figure 10
Sequence Diagram of Viewing Already Executed Stalled Process

WfMS Role 2

Invoke

Stalled Processes
Landing Page

Controller

Algorithm/Data
Source

1: ViewExistingStalledProcesses()

1.1: ValidateRequest()

alt

1.2: RetrieveAlreadyExecutedStalledProcesses()

Valid Request

1.2.1: ApplyAlgorithm()
1.2.1.1: DisplayStalledProcesses()

Invalid Request

1.3: DisplayError()
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Figure 11
Sequence Diagram of Viewing Already Executed Stalled Process – Diagnostics Details

WfMS Role 2

Invoke

Diagnostic Details
Landing Page

Controller

Algorithm/Data
Source

1: ViewDiagnosticDetails()

1.1: ValidateRequest()

alt

1.2: RetrieveDiagnosticDetails()

Valid Request

1.2.1: ApplyAlgorithm()
1.2.1.1: DisplayDiagnosticDetails()

Invalid Request

1.3: DisplayError()

The sequence diagram illustrated in Figure 12 is a realization of the use case
diagram drawn in Figure 6. The stalled process error notifications are triggered when an
IOWF web service gets failed due to missing or invalid process variables that are passed
to a web service method used to invoke the counterpart workflow. The alt fragment
distinguishes the call messages for valid and invalid requests. The web service method
performs its essential operation when process variables are valid. However, if the web
service method parameter proved invalid or missing, the system preserved the process
variables in a database and moved to “Controller” and “Algorithm/Data Source” to
compute and retrieve the stalled process error diagnostic details and notify WfMS Role3
accordingly.
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Figure 12
Sequence Diagram of Stalled Process Notifications

Workflow Process

IOWF Webservice

WfMS Role3

Controller

Algorithm/Data
Source

1: InvokeIOWFWS
(parm1, parm2,.........)

1.1: VerifyAndValidate
ProcessVariables()

alt
Verified and Validated
Process Variables
1.2: PerformUsual
WebserviceFunction()

Missing and/or Invalid
Process Variables
1.3: RecordProcess
Variables()

1.3.1: RetrieveStalledProcessAndDiagnosticDetails()

1.3.1.1: ApplyAlgorithm()

1.3.1.1.1: SendRealTimeDiagnosticDetailsNotifications()

The sequence diagrams created in Figures 13 and 14 are the realization of the
use case diagram drawn in Figure 8. The WfMS Role4 starts with modeling and
designing workflow processes using “Workflow Modeler” and “Workflow Designer”
lifelines. The workflow process is integrated with web service using the “IOWF Web
Service” lifeline to validate the resulting artifacts successfully. The first loop fragment
configures each input parameter using the “IOWF Web Service” lifeline. Upon successful
validations, fault-tolerance and exception handling functions are implemented in the
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workflow process. The second loop fragment is used to configure fault-tolerance and
troubleshooting for each input process variable using the “Fault-Tolerance/Exception
Handling” lifeline. Successful validation concludes a testable IOWF process.
Figure 13
Sequence Diagram of Design and Development of Workflow Process

WfMS Role 4

Workflow Modeler

Workflow
Designer/
Development

Integrate with
IOWF Webservice

Fault-Tolerance/
Exception Handling

1: ModelWorkflow()
1.1: ValidateModel()

1.2: Validation Msg

2: DesignWorkflow()
2.1: ValidateDesign()
2.2: Validation Msg
3: IOWF-WS-Integration()

loop

3.1: ConfigureEachProcessVariable()

3.2: ValidateIntegration()
3.3: Validation Msg

4: FaultTolerance-ExceptionHandling()

loop
4.1: ConfigureEachProcessVariable()

4.2: Validate-FT-Exception/All()
4.3: Validation Msg

As illustrated in Figure 14, the WfMS Role5 builds an IOWF web service
consumed in the workflow process. The lifeline “DesignAndDevelopIOWF” is invoked
by the call message CreateWsMethod() call message. Upon successful unit testing, the
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“Fault-Tolerance/Exception Handling” lifeline is invoked using call message
“ImplemengtFaultToleranceandExceptionHandling()” and after the unit test, IOWF Web
Service gets deployed for integration testing and consumption in a production
environment.
Figure 14
Sequence Diagram of Design and Development of IOWF Web Service

DesignAndDevelop
IOWF Webservice

WfMS Role 5

Fault-Tolerance/
Exception Handling

IntegrationTestAnd
Deploy

1: CreateWsMethod()

1.1: UnitTest()
1.2: Return Msg

2: ImplementFaultToleranceandExceptionHandling()

2.1: UnitTest()

2.2: Return Msg

3: TestAndDeploy()

3.1: VerifyAndValidate()

3.2: Return Msg

The sequence diagram in figure 15 is the realization of the use case diagram
in figure 7. The sequence diagram in figure 15 specifically describes the sequences of
order and time of IOWF Web Service Invocation by a workflow process. The workflow
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lifeline invokes Webservice lifeline by call message InvokeWebSvcMethod(p1, p2, ....).
All input parameters p1, p2, p3…. are validated using call message
ValidateProcessVariable() to “Process Variable Data Source” lifeline inside nested
alt/loop fragments. If all the input parameters turned out to be valid, then
PerformCoreWebSvcOperation(p1,p2, p3,...) call message is performed on the “Core
Webservice Function” lifeline. If any parameters turned in as invalid or missing then
RetrieveDiagnosticDetails(p(n)), ApplyAlgorithm(p(n)), and
AddToDiagnosticDetails(p(n)) call messages get invoked on “Controller”,
“Algorithm/Data Source”, and “Stalled Process” lifelines, respectively.
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Figure 15
Sequence Diagram of Invocation of IOWF Web Service by Workflow
Workflow

Process Variable
Data Source

Invoke Webservice

Stalled Process

Controller

Algorithm/Data
Source

1: InvokeWebSvcMethod(p1, p2, ....)

alt
InvalidRequest
loop
p1, p2, p3, ........

1.1: ValidateProcessVariable()

alt
Valid Process
Variable

1.2: Update Count and Proceed to Next Process Variable

Invalid or Missing
Process Variable

1.3: RetrieveDiagnosticDetails(p(n))

1.3.1: ApplyAlgorithm(p(n))

1.3.1.1: AddToDiagnosticDetails(p(n))

Valid Request
(when count and the
number of variables
are equal)

1.4: PerformCoreWebSvcOperation(p1,p2, p3,...)

Core Webservice
Function
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Software Architecture – Class Diagrams
The class diagram created below in Figure 16 is a UML diagram that
describes static structures of a workflow system pertaining to the diagnosis of errors and
troubleshooting of stalled workflow processes due to missing or invalid process variables
passed to a web service method. Unlike use case and sequence diagrams, a class diagram
is a structural diagram that elaborates classes, attributes, operations, and relationships
among the classes and objects. The class diagram in Figure 16 below model and design
workflow system based on object-oriented principles. This class diagram is centered on
four types of classes. i.e., Process, Task, WebServiceMethod, and
WebServiceMethodError. All other classes are bound through generalization/inheritance,
composition, and other associations relationships.
Table 1
Abstract and Specialization Classes
Abstract Class

Specialization Classes

WorkflowNodeStatus

WSMethodStatus, ProcessStatus, and
TaskStatus

VariableStatus

WSMethodParameterStatus,
ProcessVariableStatus, and
TaskVariableStatus

DataType

WSParameterDataType,
ProcessVariableDataType

WorkflowNodeType

WSMethodType, TaskType, ProcessType
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Table 2
Relationships, Classes, and Composed Classes
Class

Composed of Classes

Process

ProcessStatus, ProcessVariable, Task,
WebServiceMethod, ProcessType

ProcessVariable

ProcessVariableStatus,
ProcessVariableDataType

Task

TaskStatus, TaskVariable, TaskType

TaskVariable

TaskVariableStatus

WebServiceMethod

WSMethodStatus,
WebServiceMethodParameterMapping,
WSMethodType,
WebServiceMethodError

WebServiceMethodParameterMapping

WSMethodParameterStatus,
WSParameterDataType,
WebServiceMethodParameterError

WebServiceMethodError

WebServiceMethodParameterError
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Software Architecture – Class Diagram – Workflow
Figure 16
Class Diagram – Workflow
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Software Architecture – Class Diagram – Web Service
Figure 17
Class Diagram – Web Service
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Software Architecture – Entity Relationship Diagram – Workflow
Figure 18
Entity Relationship Diagram – Workflow
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Software Architecture – Entity Relationship Diagram – Web Service
Figure 19
Entity Relationship Diagram – Web Service
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The functions names used in sequence diagrams (figures 9, 10, 11, 12, 15)
and class diagrams (figures 16, 17) are generalized names. The major implementation
was done using the names of the following methods in c# code:
Process Level Functions
SaveProcess, SaveWfProcessInstanceBL, getProcessVariableInfoBL,
SaveWfProcessVariableInstanceBL
Task Level Functions
SaveTask, SaveWfTaskInstanceBL, getTaskVariableInfoBL,
SaveWfTaskVariableInstanceBL
Web Service Level Functions
SaveWebServiceMethod, SaveWfWebServiceMethodInstanceBL,
getWebServiceMethodParameterInfoBL, getProcessVariableInstanceInfoBL,
SaveWfWebServiceMethodParameterInstanceBL, invokeWebServiceMethod,
SaveWfWebServiceErrorBL, BindCurrentStalledProcessDataBL
Web Service Error Level Functions
saveWebserviceErrorBL, saveWebserviceParamErrorBL
Software Architecture – The Guiding Principles and the Best Practices
Each of the guiding principles and the best practices is specified or described
from the perspective of a brief introduction, inputs, outputs, processing, and error
handling. Realistically, WfMS may not be capable of handling some specific workflow
exceptions at design time using a workflow designer or a suitable module of WfMS.
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Therefore, a hybrid approach is the best way to handle those exceptions that cannot be
handled using built-in and configurable features. Thus, exceptions that cannot be handled
at design time should be handed through process modeling. “In addition, for many
business scenarios, it is unrealistic to assume that all exceptional situations and business
conditions can be anticipated at design-time and thus be incorporated into the process
model a priori. Kir & Erdogan, 2021, p. 5)"
1. Modern workflow systems expose the start node of the process as a web service
end point that can be invoked from other applications and systems by consuming
the web services. In case of triggering workflow by consuming the web services
endpoint, only authenticated and authorized web service requests should invoke
that specific workflow process, and all other requests should be terminated or
made subject to audit. Similarly, workflow processes created by modern
workflow systems can be triggered by receiving an email at a specified email
address bound to that specific workflow process. The workflow system should
detect and terminate the process when an email is received from an email address
not designated to invoke that process. Undesignated email addresses or web
service requests could cause an overwhelmed load and security issues on server
resources causing a distributed denial of service (DDoS). The workflow process
can also be triggered by other means, such as a process that can be started by
other processes. Hence, only trustworthy sources should invoke the process to
achieve appropriate security at process invocation. Figure 20 below is an
illustration of a workflow process that handles unauthorized sources of process
invocation.
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Figure 20
Multiple Start Nodes

The start nodes' security could be available in a built-in and configurable manner inside
the start nodes’ properties. Still, it can be custom-built if such a feature is not available as
built-in, as illustrated in figure 20.
2. At workflow design time, any input process variable in the workflow that would
become a required input process variable to the web service (which is invoking
IOWF) should be validated before invoking the workflow step’s operations. The
choice to validate the IOWF web service node or at some prior nodes depends on
the requirements. In case of a required input parameter to the web service method
is missed or invalidated, designated, and authorized individuals/groups/queues
should be notified via e-mail/phone (text/voice) or through an application
interface. The notification should include the urgency and SLA of the process and
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an interface where concluded diagnostics details for missing/invalid process
variables could be found. When notifying, include details of the error,
missing/invalid parameters, the impact, and list of nodes from where these
process variables passed through, SLA, the urgency/priority of email/phone
message. Since email or phone messages can be overlooked, record the error in
the database to be retrieved into a user interface where all active errors in the
processes and the details can be displayed. As mentioned in figure 21, web
service invocation can be prevented until the required input is provided by the
system or through manual intervention. It helps raise an error beforehand and hold
the invocation until the required input is provided.
Figure 21
Validate Web Service Inputs

3. Often a process is in a failed state at some step due to invalid/missing
parameter(s), but the fact of the matter is that this parameter is required at a later
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step in the workflow. Therefore, the process should be implemented in such a way
that it keeps moving forward until the parameter in question is needed at that
specific workflow step.
4. Mean time to resolve (MTTR) is denoted as the average time it takes to diagnose
and resolve the stalled process. While the process is being diagnosed and
resolved, MTTR can be utilized in moving the process forward to achieve
efficiency in terms of SLA. MTTR may include the time it takes to replicate the
process error in a lower non-production environment, diagnose, resolve, test, and
deploy on the production environment. The value of the MTTR metric should be
kept as low as possible for the stability and robustness of the production
processes. Often some process errors may not need to be reproduced in the lower
non-production environments; instead, such errors can be fixed directly in the
production environment. The approach of utilizing MTTR for moving the process
forward while diagnostics and resolution are being made in parallel is comparable
to Lazy Loading practices in software design and development. In Lazy Loading,
the object is prevented from initializing until it is ready for construction or
initialization. MTTR yearly can be calculated as follows.
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒 (𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑅)
=

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑇𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑛 𝑇𝑜 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒 𝑜𝑟 𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑜𝑠𝑒 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠

For example, if 120 hours were spent resolving 20 stalled processes in a year, the MTTR
is calculated as 6 hours. MTTR can be calculated from a unique perspective, such as for a
specific process, multiple processes, or the entire workflow application/system. Similarly,
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MTTR can be calculated from different duration perspectives, such as yearly or six
months.
5. Reproducing a process error from the production environment to a lower nonproduction environment is often complex and challenging. As part of error
diagnostics and troubleshooting in an active stalled process, experiments to
diagnose and resolve the process are not preferred in the production environment
due to data sensitivity and chances of impact on the same or other processes.
Therefore, it is wise to reproduce the same error in the lower non-production
environment under the same circumstances with the same pre- and postconditions. Replicating the entire process instance, including its associated
process data, all relevant artifacts, and importing it in the lower non-production
environment should reproduce the error. An alternate approach is replicating the
stalled process instance, its associated data, and relevant artifacts in the
production environment but with different IDs and diagnosing this newly cloned
process instance. If diagnostics and resolution on the cloned process instance are
successful, apply the same method to the actual stalled process instance.
6. An exclusive feature is suggested where WfMS should have a built-in or custombuilt functionality where workflow carries process debit (Figure 22) in terms of
missing/invalid process variables pin with the process forms until the node before
the end node of the parent process or subprocess is reached. The process debt is
outstanding errors or missing/invalid process variables that can be disregarded for
the time being and allow completing the tasks. In contrast, process debt in terms
of errors is removed in parallel through backed efforts. An example is some
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parameters that may not be required for functional purposes but auditing
purposes.
Figure 22
Process Debt

7. The WfMS should define and retain the criticality of every process variable that is
to become an input parameter to the IOWF web service. The frequency of an error
occurring due to missing or invalid input could be measured using Mean Time
Between Failures (MTBF) metric. MTBF is an average time between two
repairable process failures which can be calculated using the arithmetic mean.
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Lower the value of the MTBF metric depicts the instability, unreliability, and
frequent error-proneness of the process due to the process variable's
missing/invalid value. The value of MTBF should be large for a stable and
reliable workflow process. MTBF can be calculated as follows:

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 (𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹) =

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒

For example, one of the main workflow processes is up for 7000 hours in a year, and it
gets failed for 30 times, then the MTBF is 233 hours. The MTBF can be calculated from
a unique perspective, such as a single process, multiple processes, or an entire workflow
application or system. Similarly, MTBF can be calculated from different duration
perspectives, such as a year or six months.
8. As part of troubleshooting and diagnostics of stalled processes due to
missing/invalid process variables, WfMS should allow terminating/skipping the
specific failed steps/processes in case required process variables are entered
through other interfaces or through the workflow process’s own interfaces. Figure
23 elaborates the process/task skipping scenario, and skipping some specific
workflow nodes could help in avoiding creating duplicate process data.
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Figure 23
Skipping Nodes

9. The compiler-generated error message should be mapped with a user-oriented
error message since the compiler-generated error message may not be userfriendly. Hence all the SOAP/RESTful/Web API exceptions should be mapped
with user-friendly error messages in the database. However, the actual properties
of compiler-generated exceptions should still be preserved in the database. An
extensible database structure would be useful for storing the exception details.
10. The common functionalities required by multiple processes should be modeled as
subprocesses for reusability and maintainability purposes. The inputs and outputs
of such subprocesses could differ for each parent process. Constant values such as
error codes, error messages, web service endpoints, method names, and port
numbers should be stored in constant or configurable variables. The multiple
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values such as methods names of a web service or error codes for the same
category should be stored in multi-valued array-like constants. The values of
constants could range from Boolean, scalar, string, numerical, multi-valued.
11. No Single Point Failure is a characteristic of fault-tolerant IOWF where it should
continue performing while the diagnostics and resolution of stalled process are
being made. All web services operation nodes for IOWF should hold the status of
No Single Point Failure, which urge every IOWF web service operation to have
one or more levels of alternate routes (that may include manual and automatic),
which gets activated when a catastrophic error occurs in invoking and completing
the web service. Since alternate routes in workflow processes are used
infrequently in exceptional cases but those alternate routes should be up to date,
well maintained, and regularly tested. The set-up alternate method is comparable
to an N-Version fault-tolerant workflow process. Figure 24 illustrate a design
philosophy for no single point failure in a workflow process.
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Figure 24
Alternate Routes for Webservice Failures

12. It could be expensive to build and integrate an alternate route in case of an error in
the web service invocation. However, it should be sought if the counterpart IOWF
process can be invoked by other means such as sending a secure parametric email
or manually invoking by providing the required parameters.
13. If IOWF process failure occurs due to complex user interfaces, unexpected user
inputs, and its binding with other resources in workflow, then an alternate, simple
user input form with simple binding (e.g., a subject and text area controls or the
least possible set of input controls with simple binding) should be presented to the
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users with specific instructions on how to fill out the required information in this
simple version of the user input form. As a result of such an alternate setup,
IOWF would continue functioning at a reduced level. However, the error
notifications should still be sent for diagnostics and to benefit future requests so
that the preliminary workflow route could become error-free.
14. Sometimes an IOWF web service that connects two workflows is down for an
organization, and users are informed ahead of time about the downtime, which
can be posted on the process forms, including when the service is resumed. To
avoid errors being generated due to downtime or other reasons, the web service
invocation should be on hold using a timer function at a workflow step prior to
the web service invocation step. Once the web service resumes its operations, the
request should be submitted automatically or manually. A Boolean flag can be
used to determine if the service is up and running. A high-level process model and
design for holding web service invocation are depicted in Figure 25.
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Figure 25
Hold Webservice Invocation

15. Error statuses of IOWF can be maintained through categorical, numerical, agent,
and multi-valued variables to store the basic and detailed error info. Similarly,
milestones of the IOWF process to comprehend their workflow progress can be
made through a categorical, numerical, agent, and multi-valued variables. Only
authorized participant organizations and their resources should have access to
these statuses and levels of details to address privacy and security software quality
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attributes. An agent system should be formed using workflow status points. Each
organization has its unique workflow status point global variable that contains the
IOWF web service status for their part of the workflow for each process instance
currently executing or already executed. A software program retrieves the value
of the workflow status point for each organization. The software program sends
notifications to authorized individuals/groups/queues whenever an error occurs at
any stage of the IOWF process execution. The notifications may include email/phone(text/voice)/application interface.
16. If requirements permit, then an expert fault-tolerant technique to avoid type and
cast errors in workflow processes (when taking input data from users or other
resources) is to store the complete set of input data into a plain database table with
the data type of all fields in the table set to string. Storing user’s input data into
multiple parent-child database tables through user’s direct actions may throw
exceptions due to the primary-foreign keys, other constraints, complexity of
validations, user interface, or tightly coupled database tables, or such errors may
happen due to modifications in workflow processes. Such type/cast exceptions
may abruptly stop the workflow process until the underlying problem gets fixed
and the user re-enters the data, which may involve extended delays. Storing user
inputs into a plain table would at least finish the users’ responsibility to provide
their part of user input data in the entire workflow data stream. The next step
could be handled through a batch job that periodically runs to retrieve data from
that plain table and inserts it into appropriate parent-child destination tables. If an
error occurs during this phase, then the batch job continues loading the next set of
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transactions. The benefit of this approach is that users may not experience an error
upfront when submitting the data to workflow. This approach can be combined
with the N-Version fault-tolerance approach, where at first, data would be
attempted to be inserted into all those normalized tables. Still, if data
insertion/update fails, it would invoke this second approach of taking data into
one plain table. Then technical resources would handle the error in the backend,
which may or may not require a contact with the user. The disadvantage of this
approach is the latency issue or some delay in rendering services.
17. In case of immediate failure of the web service method node, the workflow
management system should provide a built-in capability to do an auto-retry up to
a certain number of retries after a configurable interval.
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Figure 26
Setup Auto Retry

Data Analysis
The solution of error diagnostic in IOWF processes was verified and
validated by running a series of tests on the solution. Each test contained input data
entered by a user (directly invoking the process) using a process form, or some inputs
were machine-generated, which in turn invoked the process. Hence, input data was
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classified into user entered and machine-generated data. The user-entered data was
related to business applications such as customer id, customer name, account details. In
contrast, machine-generated data related to the core workflow system include process id,
process name, process start, and end time. The input data initialized process variables
which invoked the workflow process and the web service. To test the validity of the
solution: the input data was made invalid purposefully so that process would throw an
exception or get failed, the web service was misconfigured, other misconfiguration or
data invalidation was done. The error diagnosed by the automated technique was crossverified manually to determine the authenticity, validity, and effectiveness of the
solution. Since the process and error diagnostics data were stored in a database, SQL
queries were written to generate reports to analyze the results. Some of the key elements
depicted by the reports included the following:
•

Basic test information

•

Critical input data for each process step

•

Key output data of each process step

•

Global and local error status of the process

•

Error diagnostics information as determined by solution

•

Error diagnostics information as determined manually

•

Successful tests vs. failed tests ratios

•

Category of error

•

The node(s) or web service method(s) where the failure occurred

•

Why does the test gets failed? i.e., why does the technique fail to determine the
correct error?
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The test case data analysis also determines true-positive vs. false-positive as determined
by the error diagnostics method.
Workflow systems are data-intensive systems where all transactions are
stored in DBMS. Liu et al. (2015) emphasized the critical role and usage of data and its
related activities such as loading input data, data processing, data analysis, data
aggregation, and output data in scientific workflows whose steps and flow of activities
can be represented by directed acyclic graphs. In this dissertation, the workflow data
were categorized into the following four categories:
1. Workflow process data about the WfMS (e.g., process id, process name, task id,
task name, user, timestamp process started, status.)
2. Workflow process data about software requirements (e.g., customer data such as
customer name, product name, product price)
3. IOWF processes data about shared web services (organization id, access level).
4. Web service error diagnostics data (e.g., process id, task id, web service id, error
id, error message, a root cause, input/output process variables).
Each of these workflow data categories was classified into lookup data and
transactional/dynamic data. The data categories mentioned earlier were studied and
analyzed in the context of error diagnosis and from quantitative, qualitative,
retrospective, and prospective data analysis perspectives. It was researched and analyzed
what combination/patterns/parts of data produce what kind of errors in the workflow
process? Russel et al. (2005) recognized 40 new workflow data patterns that describe
how data is classified, consumed, and stored in workflow systems. The extended
workflow data patterns stored in the database help in traversing or mining any piece of
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information (e.g., inputs, outputs, intermediate, error) during or after the process
execution. Workflow systems often limit data storage due to the increased data size being
used in the workflow process. These limits may include configuring a time limit on
process data that can be preserved after completing the workflow. After the time limit is
reached, the relevant stored data must be purged by backend data cleansing jobs. The
customer data or any other type of workflow data necessary or worthy for reporting
purposes should be excluded from the purge. To further improve the data storage,
manipulation, and efficiency in cloud environments, the complete set of data does not
have to be stored in a DBMS. Instead, some sort of workflow data such as detailed error
logs can be stored in text files on the server’s file system.
Formats for Presenting Results
The inputs, outputs, and data processing were recorded in a SQL Server
database. The error diagnostics information for the currently and previously stalled
processes was also stored in a database. Therefore, error diagnostics information and
results were stored in a DBMS (SQL Express), from where it was presented in the form
of reports. After each test, the database was updated with the error details (such as the
root cause of the error) found by the automated technique in contrast with the error found
manually or semi-automatically.
Resource Requirements
An overview of the software design and development tools and technologies
used in this research is as follows:
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•

Microsoft Visual Studio Community Edition was used to develop web services
(SOAP/RESTful/Microservices/Web API). The web service acted as a bridge to
connect two workflows. Microsoft Visual Studio community edition is a freeware that
is used for software development for academic research purposes.

•

A custom workflow system with respect to error diagnostic features in accordance
with the designed software architecture was developed using the .NET platform. In
this context, an existing API-based workflow engine and other relevant
components/tools were used to fulfill the needs of those essential features not
required to be designed and developed in this dissertation. A cloud-based BPM
platform was also used in addition to an API-based workflow system.

•

The SQL Server Express (a freeware RDBMS) was used for designing and
implementing a backend database for manipulating (CRUD operations), custom data
(business software requirements), default process data (system), web service data
(IOWF), and error diagnostics knowledgebase artifacts.

•

Office 365 (Word, Excel, PowerPoint) was used for creating documents and
presentations. The UML diagrams such as the use case diagram, sequence diagram,
class diagram, data flow diagram, entity-relationship diagram, workflow diagram, or
other necessary software architectural diagrams were created using Visio.

Summary of Development Activities
1- Created Workflow database in SQL Server using conceptual data models and
ERD (Figure 18)
2- Created IOWF web service database in SQL Server using conceptual data models
and ERD (Figure 19)
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3- Entered lookup data in the IOWF web service and Workflow databases
4- Configured XSD schema in Visual Studio to recognize ierrorhandler
configuration in web.config
5- Developed IOWF web service using c#, WCF, model validation, without model
validation, ierrorhandler and SOAPUI based on the class diagram (Figure 17),
sequence diagrams (Figures 14, 15), and use case diagrams (Figures 7, 8)
6- Import/export lookup data from IOWF web service database to workflow
database
7- Enabled localhost configuration in IIS for IOWF web service using application
pool account.
8- Developed organization1 workflows using API-based Workflow Engine,
c#/ASP.NET, SQL Server based on the class diagram (Figure 17), sequence
diagrams (Figures 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15), and use case diagrams (Figures 5, 6, 7, 8)
9- Configured IOWF web service and organization1 workflows application to run in
IIS instead of IIS Express under a window/service account.
10- Created organization2 workflows using a cloud-based BPM low code platform.
11- Integrated Organization1 workflows with organization2 workflows using IOWF
Web Services.
12- Used Team Foundation Server (TFS) to safeguard the software and database
artifacts.
Algorithm for Manipulating Workflow Process Data
BEGIN
1- IF (process instance is not created) THEN
a. CALL CreateWorkflowProcessInstance
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b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

GET Current Workflow Task from the workflow engine
GET Workflow/Task Status from the workflow engine
GET Available Commands from the workflow engine
GET process data from static configurations and workflow client (form)
CALL SaveProcessInstance
GET KBProcessVariableInformation
and serialize process instance data
WHILE (Process Variables are Available to be Processed)
i.
INIT ProcessVariablesInstance
ii.
COMPUTE ProcessVariableInstanceModel
iii. ADD ProcessVariableInstanceModelList
j. EDN WHILE
k. CALL SaveProcessVariablesInstanceModelList
2- END IF
3- GET CurrentTaskDataFromWorkflowClient
4- CALL SaveTaskInstance
5- GET KBTaskVariableInformation
6- WHILE (Task Variables are Available to be Processed)
i.
INIT TaskVariablesInstance
ii. COMPUTE TaskVariableInstanceModel
iii. ADD TaskVariableInstanceModelList
7- END WHILE
8- CALL SaveTaskVariablesInstanceModelList
9- CALL ExecuteWorkflowCommand to update status
10- IF (web service security fulfilled) THEN
a. SET Webservice parameters from process/task variables
b. CALL SaveWebserviceMethodInstance
c. GET KBWebServiceMethodParameters
d. WHILE (WebService Parameters are Available to be Processed)
i.
INIT WebServiceMethodParamInstanceModel
ii.
COMPUTE WebServiceMethodParamInstance
iii. ADD to WebServiceMethodParamInstanceModelList
e. END WHILE
f. CALL SaveWebServiceMethodParamInstancesModelList
g. CALL InvokeIOWFWebService
h. GET Response from IOWF Web Service
i. IF (web service returned success)
i.
CALL ExecuteWorkflowCommand to update status
ii.
SET Success Status in Workflow Client
j. ELSE
i.
CALL ExecuteWorkflowCommand to update stalled status
ii.
SET Stalled Status in Workflow Client
iii. CALL SaveIOWFWebServiceError
iv.
WHLE (WebService Error Params are Available to be processed)
1. INIT WebServiceErrorParamDataModel
2. COMPUTE WebServiceParamError
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v.
vi.
vii.

3. ADD to WebServiceParamErrorList
END WHILE
CALL SaveWebServiceParamErrorList
OBTAIN source of web service parameters, i.e., locate the workflow
tasks where the values of these web service parameters were
initiated, modified, or passed through in the workflow.
PRINT Stalled Process Diagnostic Details in Workflow Client

viii.
k. END IF
11- ELSE
a. PRINT ‘Unauthorized’
12- END IF
END

Algorithm for Manipulating IOWF Web Service Data
BEGIN
1- IF (Organization1 Workflow's WebService Request Passed Security) THEN
a. SET GUID (to identify the incoming request from workflow)
b. GET IOWFWebServiceStaticConfigurations
c. GET OrganizationInfo
d. GET KBWebServiceRequestParametersInfo
e. CALL SerializeWebServiceRequestParameters
f. CALL SaveWebServiceMethod
g. CALL DeserializeWebServiceRequestParameters
h. WHILE (Webservice Parameters are Available to be Processed)
i. GET WebServiceParameterModel
ii. COMPUTE WebServiceParameterModel
iii. IF (Request Parameter Type does not match Required Type)
1. INIT WebServiceParamErrorModel
2. ADD to WebServiceParamErrorModelList
iv. END IF
v. IF (required request parameter value is missing)
1. INIT WebServiceParamErrorModel
2. ADD to WebServiceParamErrorModelList
vi. END IF
vii. ADD to WebServiceParameterModelList
i. END WHILE
j. CALL SaveWebServiceMethodParameters
k. IF (WebServiceParameterModelList’s count is greater than 0)
i. SET WebServiceErrorModel
ii. CALL SaveWebServiceErrorModel
iii. WHILE (Error Parameters are Available to be Processed)
1. COMPUTE WebServiceParamErrorModelUpdated
2. ADD to WebServiceParamErrorModelUpdatedList
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iv.
v.
vi.
l. ELSE
i.
ii.
iii.

END WHILE
SET Failure Status
CALL SaveWebServiceParamErrorModelUpdatedList

SET TLS (Transport Layer Security)
CALL Organization2 Workflow
IF (workflow invocation successful)
1. SET web service response with success configuration
iv. ELSE
1. SET web service response with stalled configuration
2. CALL SaveWebServiceErrorModel
v. END IF
m. END IF
2- END IF
3- EXCEPTION
a. WHEN Default-Exception
i. SET web service response with stalled configuration
ii. CALL SaveWebServiceErrorModel
b. WHEN Deserialization-or-Unexpected-Exceptions
i. SET web service response with stalled configuration
ii. CALL SaveWebServiceMethod
iii. CALL SaveWebServiceErrorModel
END
Asymptotic notations for Time and Space Complexities:
Considering the following range
1 < 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑛 < √𝑛 < 𝑛 < 𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑛 < 𝑛2 < 𝑛3 < 𝑛4 … … … … . . 2𝑛 < 3𝑛 … … … . . 𝑛𝑛
When an exact time and space complexity of an algorithm cannot be specified, then
specifying an upper bound would also be useful.
Big-O function can be defined as:
𝑓(𝑛) = 𝑂(𝑔(𝑛)) 𝑖𝑓𝑓 ∃ + 𝑣𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑐 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛𝑜
Such that 𝑓(𝑛) ≤ 𝑐𝑔(𝑛) ∀ 𝑛 ≥ 𝑛𝑜
Time Complexities of Workflow and IOWF Web Service Algorithms
The time complexity of a computer science algorithm is defined as the
amount of time taken by that algorithm to solve a problem.
𝑇(𝑝) = 𝐶 + 𝑇
T(p) is the time complexity of a program
C is fixed/constant part (compile-time)
T is the variable part (run time)
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The time complexity for workflow and IOWF web service algorithms in
terms of upper bound (i.e., Big-O) is also: 𝑓(𝑛) = 𝑂(𝑛) because the number of iterations
in the while-loop varies based on the value of n. There are multiple sequential loops
(precisely, four loops in workflow and two loops in IOWF web service algorithms. Two
loops in the workflow algorithm at points 1i and 10j-iv were skipped when no error was
encountered in the execution. Similarly, the loop at point 1k-iii in the IOWF web service
algorithm was skipped when no error was encountered in the execution.) and single-line
statements or computations inside and outside the loops in both algorithms, making time
complexity as c1n + c2, where c1 and c2 are positive constants. The time complexity of a
single line of statement is 𝑂(1) which is represented by c2 for multiple single-line of
statements outsides the loops. The c1n represents the time complexity of the loop and
single-line statements inside the loop. Since the degree of the polynomial is n, therefore
for an end-to-end lifecycle of a single task, the time complexity is: 𝑓(𝑛) = O(𝑛) which
is labeled as linear complexity. However, for a complete IOWF process that may contain
more than one task, the workflow, and IOWF web service algorithms will execute for
each task, and moving from one task to the next task requires the user’s actions unless the
next task is triggered and completed by the previous task automatically without requiring
user action. The while-loop for processing task variables in workflow algorithm at point 6
runs for n times and does not require to be executed greater than n times. Also, each
statement inside the while-loop takes O(1), which is a constant time and the sum up of all
single-line statements inside the while-loop still takes constant time. Smith & Rixner
(2020) indicated that while loops are prompted for number of iterations. The number of
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iterations in while loops vary based on the value of n where n is number of task or
process variables. Therefore, this linear/sequential search type algorithm takes O(𝑛).
Space Complexities of Workflow and IOWF Webservice Algorithms
Space complexity is defined as the amount of space/memory taken by an
algorithm to solve the problem. Big O notation is an upper bound of a function which is a
formal way of expressing the upper bound of space complexity function.𝑓(𝑛) = 𝑂(𝑔(𝑛))
Space complexities of both algorithms are greater than n (i.e., c1n + c2, where c1 and c2
are positive constants). However, the degree of the polynomial was n; therefore, it can be
represented as: f(n) = O(n)
Best, Average, and Worst Cases Analysis
The linear search was implemented when adding, updating, retrieving,
matching, finding the values of process/task/web service variables/parameters. The bestcase time was constant when it found the value of the key variable/parameter at the first
index. The best time can be represented at O(1). The worst-case time taken by the
algorithm was O(n) since it found the value at the last index.
The average time can be calculated as follows:

𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 … … … . . 𝑛
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 =
=
=
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑛

𝑛(𝑛 + 1)
𝑛+1
2
=
𝑛
2

Sequential loops were used in the implementation. It took comparatively less time in
certain scenarios where the number of web service parameters was far less than the total
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number of process variables when invoking the IOWF web service. Several code snippets
and loops were skipped when no error was found in calling or invoking the web service.
Summary
IOWF processes often get stalled when invoking or executing web services
shared amongst the participating organizations. The leading reasons for errors in stalled
processes include missing or invalid values of input process variables. The sources of
input process variables’ values could be scattered across the entire workflow. The
researchers have addressed the problem of failed workflow processes in various contexts
that include failure due to network issues, failure due to weak practices of process
modeling/implementation, incapability of workflow systems to recover from errors,
and/or failure due to issues in the process data. The prominent methods adopted to
recover from failures include retrying the failed task on the same server or executing it on
an alternate network server in load-balancing or cloud environments. This dissertation
focused on identifying/diagnosing errors in workflows due to issues in the process data,
i.e., missing, or invalid request parameters of a web service being consumed in the
IOWF. This dissertation focuses on finding the root causes of errors in stalled processes.
In this context, the following information and errors were determined:
•

Whether a process/workflow is stalled (from runtime and historical perspectives)?

•

Which operations/tasks/activities/processes are stalled?

•

What are the missing or invalid process variables?

•

Where are the sources of missing or invalid process variables?
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•

Use a knowledgebase method in conjunction with built-in compiler error details
to conclude the root causes of the errors.
The error diagnostics was done for the currently executing and already

executed process instances. The lifecycle of the error diagnosis method followed an
iterative approach for analysis, design/architecture, development, and testing to satisfy
the dissertation goals. The software architecture of relevant components of the workflow
system was designed to help diagnose the errors. A part of software architecture was
implemented pertaining to error diagnosis in workflow processes. The guiding principles
and the best practices were concluded for process modeling, designing, implementation,
and optimization. Selected components/modules of an API-based workflow system were
designed based on the defined principles and the best practices of fault-tolerance software
architecture to support error diagnostics in stalled workflow processes. The software
prototype was evaluated with a series of diverse test cases to check the authenticity,
validity, and effectiveness of the solution. Based on the test results and qualitative,
quantitative, retrospective, and prospective data analysis, design changes were made, new
prototypes were developed to verify and validate the hypothesis. The dissertation
concluded after the research questions raised in the hypothesis were answered to meet the
defined goals and objectives of the dissertation.
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Chapter 4
Results
Data Analysis
Quantitative data analysis was used in this dissertation to quantify the
workflow test data collections. This deductive approach was based on empirical and
experimental observations in applied science studies. Quantitative methods were used to
verify the truthfulness of hypotheses made in this dissertation. Qualitative data analysis
was focused on descriptive and visual observations of scenarios such as the guiding
principles and the best practices of process modeling and designing. Qualitative research
gained a general sense of phenomena and formed theories tested using quantitative
research. Qualitative methods were used to understand the meaning of the conclusions
produced during the quantitative data analysis. Moghaddam & Moballeghi (2008)
described that quantitative data analysis methods are useful, mainly when producing a
precise and testable mathematical expression for qualitative ideas. Qualitative and
quantitative research methods are regarded as mixed methods research. Retrospective and
prospective data analysis were also used to look back into the qualitative and quantitative
results to improve the theories and experiments for a better conclusion.
Four databases were used to analyze, design, and develop IOWF processes to
implement the fault-tolerant software architecture to avoid stalling web service operations
in workflows due to invalid and/or missing process variables. There were two built-in
workflow system databases, i.e., “wfe_sample1” as part of API-based Workflow Engine
and a cloud database as part of a BPM low code platform. Two databases,
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IOWF_WebService and IOWF_Workflow, were modeled, designed, and developed to
address the goals and objectives of this dissertation. The ERD of IOWF_Workflow and
IOWF_WebService databases were drawn in Figure 18 and Figure 19, respectively. Data
Analysis is organized into the following sections:
1. Workflow Data Patterns
a. Workflow Data
i. Workflow Process Lookup Data
ii. Workflow Process Dynamic Data
iii. Workflow Task/Activity Lookup Data
iv. Workflow Task/Activity Dynamic Data
b. Workflow Web Service Data
i. Workflow Web Service Lookup Data
ii. Workflow Web Service Dynamic Data
c. Workflow Web Service Error Data
i. Workflow Web Service Error Lookup Data
ii. Workflow Web Service Error Dynamic Data
d. Workflow Organization Data
i.

Workflow Organization Lookup/Dynamic Data

2. IOWF Web Service Data Patterns
a. IOWF Web Service Data (Lookup/Dynamic)
b. IOWF Web Service Error Data (Lookup/Dynamic)
c. IOWF Web Service Organization Data (Lookup/Dynamic)
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3. Datasets and Test Cases
a. IOWF Web Service Datasets
b. SimpleWorkflow Datasets
c. ShippingWorkflow Datasets
d. AddIntegersWorkflow Datasets
Workflow Data Patterns
There could be a variety of workflow data patterns that flow in workflow
systems pertaining to the scope, requirements, and criteria. However, workflow data
patterns utilized in this dissertation were categorized mainly into Workflow Data,
Workflow Web Service Data, Workflow Web Service Error Data, and Workflow
Organization Data.
Workflow Data
The data analyzed in this category was mainly distributed into workflow
process lookup and workflow process dynamic data as follows:
Workflow Process Lookup Data (Database: IOWF_Workflow)
The data design for this category was composed of Process, Process
Variable, Process Type, Process Status, Process Variable Status, and Process Variable
Data Type. The individual attributes of these entities are listed in figure 27 and figure 28.
The workflow process’s lookup data facilitated the workflow’s dynamic data to generate
a meaningful conclusion while keeping the data consistent, integrated, and normalized
across multiple workflow processes.
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Figure 27
Process Lookup Data

The lookup data entities for process and process variables in this category
included necessary attributes and can be extended to include more useful database
attributes within these entities. When combined with other database entities, it helped to
understand the stalled process errors and diagnostics. Essentially, this lookup or static
data was populated properly before consuming in the running process instances.
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Figure 28
Process Variable Lookup Data

The lookup data design for process and process variables proved valuable and efficient
when storing, retrieving, or manipulating the workflow process instances in execution.
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Workflow Process Dynamic Data (Database: IOWF_Workflow)
The data design for Workflow Process Dynamic Data was mainly composed
of Process Instance and Process Variable Instance entities. The dynamic data in this
category gets populated only when the process instance starts or when the process
instance is in a running state. The attributes of this category are listed in figure 18, and
example datasets are shown in the “Datasets and Test Cases” section in this chapter. The
dynamic data entities of a workflow process have numerous references to lookup data
entities.
Workflow Task/Activity Lookup Data (Database: IOWF_Workflow)
The data design for this category was composed of Task, Task Variable,
Task Status, Task Type, and Variable Status. Since a workflow process may contain one
or more workflow tasks, lookup task data has references from process lookup data
entities. Workflow task data inherited some data such as variable data type from process
entities. A task variable has the same data type as a process variable. One process
variable may be reused in one or more tasks, and a process variable may have zero
occurrences in a task. The terms task, activity, or operation are often used
interchangeably in workflow systems. However, some workflow systems differentiate
these terminologies such as web service operation, user task, or an automatic/manual
activity due to an event. The purpose of workflow task lookup data is to properly track
the values, status, and types of task variables and their corresponding process variables.
Similarly, the task level lookup data encompasses all the task variables data. The data
retrieval routines at the task lookup data level retrieved all the process/task dynamic data
instances holistically since dynamic data references the lookup data.
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Figure 29
Task Lookup Data
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Figure 30
Task Variable Lookup Data (preview-SimpleWorkflow)
tbl_TaskVariable

Historical stalled processes reports can be generated using various filters
such as which processes are currently stalled? What tasks are included in those stalled
processes? The values of process/task variables, web service operations, web service
parameters, web service errors, web service error parameters, and statuses.
Workflow Task/Activity Dynamic Data (Database: IOWF_Workflow)
The data design for workflow task/activity dynamic data was mainly
composed of Task Instance and Task Variable Instance entities. The process lookup,
process dynamic, and task lookup entities were essential for workflow task dynamic data
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entities. The task instance and task variable instance entities were populated when a
process instance triggered and a user or machine performed an action on a predefined
workflow task. Each time a task was instantiated, it was identified by assigning a unique
identifier. The collection of task instance attributes included references from process
instance collection for an accurate traverse of task dynamic data.
Workflow Web Service Data
Workflow web service data is a data collection for the web services
consumed in a workflow. The remote web service’s resources were imported and
configured local to the workflow space for invoking the web service. The web service
resources included DTD, SOAP, Endpoints, Security/SSL/TLS, XML, Web Service
Methods, and Web Service Parameters. Since web service methods requests and
responses were to be preserved, lookup and dynamic data entities and relationships were
created and integrated with process and task entities to diagnose errors in stalled IOWF
processes.
Workflow Web Service Lookup Data (Database: IOWF_Workflow)
The data design for this category was composed of Webservice Type,
Webservice, Webservice Method Type, Webservice Method Status, Webservice Method,
Webservice Method Parameters, and Webservice Method Parameter Mapping. The
design approach in Webservice entities was similar to the one used in process lookup and
task lookup data entities. The mapping of web service method parameters proved useful
in an automatic relation evaluation between process variables and web service
parameters. The web service lookup data was configured along with the process and task
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lookup data before instantiating a web service invocation so that web service requests and
responses could be adequately recorded in the workflow and IOWF web service
databases.
Figure 31
Web Service Lookup Data

Like variable data types and process/task statuses were required in the
process and task lookup data, the status and data type of web service method/parameter
were used to traverse error and information level details in stalled IOWF processes. Each
web service, web service method, web service method parameter, and other attribute
level details were uniquely identified using identities. A few process/task variables in
workflows become web service method parameters. The lookup data in workflow web
service was chosen empirically. Three web service methods with webservice_method_id
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1, 2, and 3 were used in the example workflows. The details on methods and their
parameters are provided in the sections “Datasets and Test Cases” in this chapter.
Figure 32
Web Service Method Lookup Data
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Workflow Web Service Dynamic Data (Database: IOWF_Workflow)
The data design for this category was mainly composed of Web Service
Method Instance and Web Service Method Param Instance. This category also consumes
process and task-related entities to traverse the entire web service request.
Workflow Web Service Error Data
The workflow web service error data encompasses a collection of data when
an error occurs during a web service invocation or when a workflow process gets stalled
due to missing or invalid values of web service parameters mapped to process variables
that are also mapped to task variables. The data collection of the web service error data is
categorized into lookup and dynamic web service error data.
Workflow Web Service Error Lookup Data (Database: IOWF_Workflow)
The data design for this category was composed of Webservice Error Type
and Webservice Error Parameter Error Types. The web service error type preserved the
error at the web service method level, whereas the web service parameter error type
preserved the error at the parameter type level. The error types listed in
tbl_WebServiceErrorType are the standard exceptions in SOAP/Restful/Web API type
web services.
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Figure 33
Web Service Error Lookup Data
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Workflow Web Service Error Dynamic Data (Database: IOWF_Workflow)
The data design for this category was composed of Web Service Error and
Web Service Parameter Error entities. Workflow Web Service Error Dynamic Data
entities are the other end of data entities that start from process and task level dynamic
entities. The details on this category are mentioned in the “Datasets and Test Cases”
section of this chapter.
Workflow Organization Data
The workflow organization data was used just at its basic. This entity fulfills
the authorization need of a web service call made in a workflow. Security was
implemented at workflow, workflow web service, and IOWF web service levels in
application and database using Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Integrated Windows
Authentication (IWA). The organization_id attribute was useful for differentiating the
web service calls from one organization to another in workflow and IOWF web service
databases.
Workflow Organization Lookup/Dynamic Data (Database: IOWF_Workflow)
The static data design for this category was composed of relation
Organization, and dynamic data was entered in web service method entities.
Figure 34
Workflow Organization Lookup Data - tbl_Organization
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IOWF Web Service Data Patterns
The main difference between “workflow web service data” and “IOWF web
service data” was that “workflow web service data” resided in the workflow database,
whereas “IOWF web service data” resided in the IOWF web service database. Another
main difference was that “workflow web service data” tracked the web service operations
with processes and tasks, whereas IOWF web service data did not keep track of web
service operations with processes and tasks. The connection point between the IOWF
web service and workflow web service was through the org_webservice_unique_id
attribute on both sides.
IOWF Web Service Data
The data design of this category was a replica of the data design mentioned
in the previous section, “Workflow Web Service Data” with figure 31, figure 32, in this
chapter.
IOWF Web Service Error Data
The data design of this category was a replica of the data design mentioned
in the previous section, “Workflow Web Service Error Data” with figure 33 in this
chapter.
IOWF Web Service Organization Data
The core data design of this category was a replica of the data design
mentioned in the previous section, “Workflow Organization Data” in this chapter.
IOWF Organization Lookup Data (Database: IOWF_WebService)
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The data design for this category was composed of organization and
organization access entities. The dynamic references from these entities were made to
web service method entities.
Figure 35
IOWF Web Service Organization Lookup Data

Datasets and Test Cases
Verification, validation, and data analysis were performed on the stand-alone
IOWF web services and state-of-the-art IOWF processes built using software
development and workflow automation tools. The end-to-end lifecycle of the entire suite
of applications, IOWF web services, and workflows is summarized as follows: Workflow
users create process instances of organization1 workflows modeled, designed, developed,
and deployed using a workflow engine, .NET, and SQL. The organization1 workflow
users can navigate to different tasks as designed or conditionalized in the workflow
process map logic and hence create multiple tasks instances accordingly within the same
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process instance created earlier. Organization1 workflow user completes all the tasks,
including the IOWF web service operation that connects organization1 workflow to
organization2 workflow. IOWF web services were primarily designed, developed, and
deployed using .NET. Windows Communication Foundation (WCF), SOAP, SQL, and
Internet Information Service (IIS). The organization2 workflows were modeled,
designed, developed, and deployed using a low code BPM platform and hosted in the
cloud environment. The IOWF web services were configured and consumed inside the
organization1 workflows web application that hosts organization1 workflows. The IOWF
web service processed the organization1 workflow request and returned a GUID to the
organization1 workflow. IOWF web service preserved diagnostic details if organization2
workflow did not invoke due to missing or invalid values of process variables passed to
IOWF web service by organization1 workflow in order to invoke organization2
workflows. The diagnostic details were also returned to organization1 workflow
applications in XML format. In case of successful invocation and completion of IOWF
web service, organization2 workflows get invoked, and hence the entire IOWF process
completes its end-to-end lifecycle.
Three workflows for organization1, three workflows for organization2, and
three IOWF web service methods were created to justify the implementation goals of this
dissertation. Each oaganization1 workflow invoked organization2 workflow using
designated IOWF web service methods. For each end-to-end IOWF process, at most,
three datasets were created, processed, verified, validated, diagnosed, and reported to
evaluate the software architecture. A summary of high-level datasets for end-to-end
workflows are as follows:
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Table 3
Mapping Org1 Workflows with Org2 Workflows through Webservices
Org1 Workflow

# of WF
Tasks
4

invokeWebServiceMethod

invokeOrg2Workflow

# of
Datasets
3

ShippingWorkflow

4

invokeWebServiceMethod1

invokeOrg2Workflow1

2

AddIntegersWorkflow

2

invokeWebServiceMethod2

invokeOrg2Workflow2

2

SimpleWorkflow

IOWF Web Service

Org2 Workflow

Since IOWF web services needed to be generic and could be invoked by
other compliant participant organizations, datasets were also created to verify and
validate the IOWF web services using SOAPUI. A summary of high-level datasets for the
IOWF web services are as follows:
Table 4
Mapping of IOWF Webservices with Org2 Workflows
#

IOWF Web Service

Org2 Workflow

# of Datasets

1

invokeWebServiceMethod

invokeOrg2Workflow

3

2

invokeWebServiceMethod1

invokeOrg2Workflow1

2

3

invokeWebServiceMethod2

invokeOrg2Workflow2

2

IOWF Web Service Datasets
This section covers standalone verification, validation, and IOWF Web
Services' data analysis using SOAPUI. The organization2 workflow invocation was
successful when all required input parameters were provided in proper compliance and
format. The fulfillment and correctness of input parameters of a particular web service
method triggered its corresponding organization2 workflow. The organization2
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workflows were integrated and deployed as web services using the low code BPMS’s
admin console.
Figure 36
Organization2 Web Services

The integrated verification and validation of IOWF web services datasets
were completed to test the design of IOWF web services and confirm the hypothesis. The
datasets were applied on three diverse web service methods created to test the solution.
The IOWF web service methods include: invokeWebServiceMethod,
invokeWebServiceMethod1, and invokeWebServiceMethod2. These web service
methods were designed for different inputs, outputs, and business logic.
IOWF Webservice (invokeWebServiceMethod) Datasets (dataset count=3)
IOWF Webservice Dataset 1 (invokeWebServiceMethod)
The web service method invokeWebServiceMethod’s input parameters
included ID, DOB, NAME, SSN, and ORGANIZATION_ID. Except for SSN, all other
parameters were required. The first instance of this method was executed while providing
invalid values for DOB and ID parameters. The values of parameters NAME and SSN
were not entered. The details on request parameters are supplied in the following table.
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Table 5
invokeWebServiceMethod Webservice Parameters Request
Request Parameter

Data Type

DOB

Date Time

Yes

Invalid value “11” was provided.

ID

Integer

Yes

Invalid value “12Id” was provided.

NAME

String

Yes

Value not provided.

ORGANIZATION_ID Integer

Yes

Valid value “1” was provided.

SSN

No

Value was not provided.

String

Required Request Instance Comments
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Figure 37
Webservice Dataset 1 (invokeWebServiceMethod – Request & Response)
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Since SSN was optional and all other parameters were required, an error was not
produced for SSN. The parameter DOB has one error, i.e., invalid input, the parameter ID
has one error, i.e., invalid input, the parameter NAME has one error, i.e., missing input.
Table 6
invokeWebServiceMethod Webservice Parameters Response
Param Name
ID
DOB
NAME
SSN
ORGANIZATION_ID

Param Value
12Id
11

1

Error Type

Response Instance Comments

Invalid Input
Invalid Input
Missing Input
No Error
No Error

The data type for this parameter should be integer.
The data type for this parameter should be date-time.
A value is required for this parameter.
No Error
No Error

The SOAPUI’s response included useful tracking attributes (Figure 37). The
response was stored in the IOWF web service database in serialized and deserialized
formats. The database entities and attributes are shown in figure 38. This dataset was a
failed case, and entries created web service error and web service param error entities.
Figure 38
Webservice Dataset 1 (invokeWebServiceMethod – Stalled Instance)
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IOWF Webservice Dataset 2 (invokeWebServiceMethod)
The invokeWebServiceMethod IOWF web service method provided a valid
set of parameters. The SOAPUI’s request and response details are mentioned in figure
39. The organization2 workflow was invoked successfully since the SOAP request
fulfilled the web service parameters requirements and passed the IOWF web service
knowledge-based dynamic criteria as configured in the backend. Upon successful
invocation, the web service client received a unique response id to be stored in the
database. The specific requirement about the datatypes, such as whether an integer type
is16-bit, 32-bit, 64-bit, or whether it is signed or unsigned, and the range of integer values
are stored in knowledgebase database variable data type. This knowledgebase scheme
helped construct meaningful and detailed diagnostics when a parameter was missed or
invalidated.
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Figure 39
Webservice Dataset 2 (invokeWebServiceMethod – Request & Response)

Figure 40 below is a collection of screenshots from organization2’s process
instance monitoring module. It shows process variables/values on the APIAN side,
including some composite types and process/sub-process maps. The sky-blue color in the
process maps indicates the workflow's execution route. The data types and related
information of process variables are shown in the organization2 workflow consoles
(figure 40) complied with the IOWF web service parameters (figure 39).
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Figure 40
Webservice Dataset 2 (invokeWebServiceMethod – Org2 Process)

The data depicted in the tables and figures do not represent the full view of data available
in the databases designed for this dissertation. Only the essential attributes were selected
in the SELECT clause of the SQL query to be displayed.
Figure 41
Webservice Dataset 2 (invokeWebServiceMethod – Successful Instance)
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IOWF Webservice Dataset 3 (invokeWebServiceMethod)
Dataset 3 for invokeWebServiceMethod displayed a deserialization failure
scenario where a mandatory web service parameter NAME was missed and absent from
the web service request schema. The error returned was stored in the database in this
specific deserialization failure scenario.
Figure 42
Webservice Dataset 3 (invokeWebServiceMethod – Deserialization Error)
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IOWF Webservice (invokeWebServiceMethod1) Datasets (dataset count=2)
IOWF Webservice Dataset 1 (invokeWebServiceMethod1)
The web service method invokeWebServiceMethod1’s input parameters
included orderid, ordername, orderprice, organization_id, shippingcity, shippingcountry,
shippingphone, shippingstate, shippingstreetaddress, and shippingzipcode. Except for
shippingcity, shippingstate, and shippingcountry, all other parameters must be entered.
The first instance of this method was executed while providing invalid values for orderid,
orderprice, and missing value for the shippingzipcode parameters. The details on request
parameters of invokeWebServiceMethod1 are provided in the following table 7.
Table 7
invokeWebServiceMethod1 Webservice Parameters Request
Request
Parameter

Data Type Required Request Instance Comments

Ordered

Integer

Yes

Invalid value “18901T” was provided.

ordername

String

Yes

Valid value “Extreme Portable 500GB SSD” was provided.

orderprice

Decimal

Yes

Invalid value “121.86 dollars” was provided.

organization_id

Integer

Yes

Required valid value “2” was provided.

shippingcity

String

No

Not required value was not provided.

shippingcountry

String

No

Not required value was not provided.

shippingphone

String

Yes

Valid value “1-310-766-2251” was provided.

shippingstate

String

No

Not required value was not provided.

shippingstreetaddress

String

Yes

Valid value “XYZ Main Street” was provided.

shippingzipcode

String

Yes

Required value was not provided.
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Figure 43
Webservice Dataset 1 (invokeWebServiceMethod1 – Request & Response)
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The SOAPUI’s response window displayed the following results:
Table 8
invokeWebServiceMethod1 Webservice Parameters Response
Param Name
Ordered

Param Value
18901T

Error Type
Invalid Input

Response Instance Comments
The data type for this parameter
should be Integer.

ordername

Extreme
Portable
500GB SSD
121.86 dollars

Invalid Input

The data type for this parameter
should be decimal.

Missing
Input

A value is required for this
parameter.

orderprice
organization_id
shippingcity
shippingcountry
shippingphone
shippingstate
shippingstreetaddress
shippingzipcode

2

1-310-7662251
XYZ Main
Street

The diagnostic details were deserialized and stored back into the IOWF database entities
listed below in figure 44. One key fact in processing and concluding the web service
request is a knowledgebase dynamic verification/validation of web service parameters
that can be evaluated for currently executing and already executed web service requests.
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Figure 44
Webservice Dataset 1 (invokeWebServiceMethod1 – Stalled Instance)

IOWF Webservice Dataset 2 (invokeWebServiceMethod1)
The IOWF webservice dataset 2 for invokeWebServiceMethod1 included
only valid input parameters in the SOAP message. The request complied with the
configured input requirements in the knowledgebase. Therefore, after dynamic validation
of web service parameters, it successfully invoked the organization2 workflow while
passing the web service parameters. Figure 45 displays the request and response in
SOAPUI for dataset 2.
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Figure 45
Webservice Dataset 2 (invokeWebServiceMethod1 – Request & Response)

Figure 46 displays the corresponding organizaztion2 workflow artifacts that
included recent process instances and process/sub-process maps in organization2’s
workflow process monitoring mode. The sky-blue color lines in the process map guide its
route to invoke and complete the organization2 workflow.
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Figure 46
Webservice Dataset 2 (invokeWebServiceMethod1 – Org2 Process)

Figure 47 displays the request and response data stored in the IOWF web
service database for the sake of current/historical error diagnostics.
Figure 47
Webservice Dataset 2 (invokeWebServiceMethod1 – Successful Instance)
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IOWF Webservice (invokeWebServiceMethod2) Datasets (dataset count=2)
IOWF Webservice Dataset 1 (invokeWebServiceMethod2)
The web service method invokeWebServiceMethod2’s input parameters
included var1, var2, and organization_id. All parameters were required. The first instance
of this method was executed while providing invalid values for var1 and missing value
for var2. Two errors were generated for var2, i.e., missing, and invalid values. It was
appropriate to count both missing and invalid type errors for var2 since empty value
could be evaluated as empty string while var2 required only integer value which was
missing. Invalid value error was generated for var1 since its value was a string while
knowledgebase configuration expected only integer to be provided. The recording of web
service happened at two levels. First, the XML request and response were stored in the
backend, i.e., complete XML packet was preserved; second, XML request and response
were deserialized and stored in the normalized IOWF web service database entities.
Table 9
invokeWebServiceMethod2 Webservice Parameters Request
Request Parameter
var1
var2
organization_id

Data Type
Integer
Integer
Integer

Required
Yes
Yes
Yes

Request Instance Comments
Invalid value “val1” was provided.
Value was missed
A required value “1” was provided.

Table 10
invokeWebServiceMethod2 Webservice Parameters Response
Param Name

Param Value

Error Type

Response Instance Comments

var1

val1

Invalid Input

The data type for this parameter
should be Integer.
A value is required for this
parameter.
The data type for this parameter
should be Integer.

var2

Missing Input

var2

Invalid Input
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Figure 48
Webservice Dataset 1 (invokeWebServiceMethod2 – Request & Response)
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Figure 49 represents the recording of this dataset’s request and response in
serialized and deserialized format.
Figure 49
Webservice Dataset 1 (invokeWebServiceMethod2 – Stalled Instance)

IOWF Webservice Dataset 2 (invokeWebServiceMethod2)
The web service parameters passed as part of dataset 2 to trigger
organization 2 workflow using invokeWebServiceMethod2 were appropriate and valid
format, and hence corresponding organization 2 workflow was invoked and completed
successfully. Figure 50 shows XML request and response packets used in this dataset.
Several configurations were done in SOAPUI before running the datasets on IOWF web
services. The configurations include creating a SOAPUI project, loading the web service
methods signatures using the WSDL endpoint, providing the parameter values, and
running the web service operations. Many configurations, such as to request timeout,
were set to default by the SOAPUI tool.
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Figure 50
Webservice Dataset 2 (invokeWebServiceMethod2 – Request & Response)

Figure 51 lists the recent process instances and process/sub-process maps.
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Figure 51
Webservice Dataset 2 (invokeWebServiceMethod2 – Org2 Process)

Figure 51 shows the recording of web service requests and responses in the serialized and
deserialized format in the IOWF web service database. The entities were entitled to
required tracking attributes that helped diagnose errors when invoking the organization 2
workflows using IOWF web service’s WebServiceMethod2 method.
Figure 52
Webservice Dataset 2 (invokeWebServiceMethod2 – Successful Instance)
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SimpleWorkflow Datasets (dataset count=3)
SimpleWorkflow was designed and developed primarily using workflow
designer, workflow engine, Microsoft.NET platform, and SQL Server. It was mainly
composed of four people tasks and three machine tasks as follows:
Table 11
SimpleWorkflow Process Tasks
Number Task Name

Task Type

Process Name

1

WfTask1

Synchronous – People

SimpleWorkflow

2

WfTask2

Synchronous – People

SimpleWorkflow

3

WfTask3

Synchronous – People

SimpleWorkflow

4

WfTask4

Synchronous – People

SimpleWorkflow

5

WfWebServiceTask1 Synchronous – Machine

SimpleWorkflow

6

WfTaskEnd-Success

Synchronous – Machine

SimpleWorkflow

7

WfTaskEnd-Failed

Synchronous – Machine

SimpleWorkflow

Upon completion of WfTask4, it invoked IOWF web service’s
invokeWebServiceMethod using the parameters whose corresponding process variables
were scattered across four people (human-centric) workflow tasks. Upon successful
invocation and completion of the IOWF web service method, organization2’s workflow
InvokeOrg2Workflow was invoked. Based on the design and implementation of stalled
process’ error diagnostics, it either stalled organization1 workflow process and displayed
the diagnostic details or invoked the organization2 workflow. Three datasets were
presented for SimpleWorkflow. Datasets 1 & 2 were for stalled processes scenarios, and
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dataset 3 was for a successful invocation of organization2 workflow. The input data was
selected empirically and ranged from different primitive and non-primitive data
(composite) types. Non-primitive and constructed data types such as a globally unique
identifier (GUID) were utilized in designing and executing the workflows.
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 1 (WfTask1)
Figure 53 displays a combined view of the process’s webform and process
map in monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task
of this workflow. This task form allowed the user one command, i.e., Next Task. There
were ten input fields in the first task (WfTask1), out of which two fields, Attribute1 and
Attribute9, were to become required web service parameters.
Figure 53
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 1 (WfTask1 – Process Map & Form)
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Figure 54 below depicts the settings of all ten fields of the first workflow task (WfTask1)
created dynamically based on the lookup and user input data when the SimpleWorkflow
process was initiated.
Figure 54
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 1 (WfTask1 – Process Variables)

SimpleWorkflow Dataset 1 (WfTask2)
Figure 55 displays a combined view of process form and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this
workflow. This task form allows the user two commands, i.e., Next Task and Previous
Task. There were ten input fields in the second task (WfTask2) form, out of which one
field Attribute12 was to become a required web service parameter.
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Figure 55
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 1 (WfTask2 – Process Map & Form)

Figure 56 below depicts the configurations of all ten fields of the second
workflow task (WfTask2) created dynamically based on the lookup and user input data
when the first task (WfTask1) was commanded with action “Next Task”.
Figure 56
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 1 (WfTask2 – Process Variables)
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SimpleWorkflow Dataset 1 (WfTask3)
Figure 57 displays a combined view of process form and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this
workflow. This task form allows the user two commands, i.e., Next Task and Previous
Task. There were five input fields in the third task (WfTask3) form, out of which one
field Attribute25 was to become a required web service parameter.
Figure 57
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 1 (WfTask3 – Process Map & Form)

Figure 58 below depicts the settings of all five fields of the third workflow task
(WfTask3) created dynamically based on the lookup as well as user input data when the
second task (WfTask2) was commanded with action “Next Task”.
Figure 58
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 1 (WfTask3 – Process Variables)
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SimpleWorkflow Dataset 1 (WfTask4)
Figure 59 displays a combined view of process webform and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this
workflow. This task form allows the user one command, i.e., Invoke IOWF. There were
five input fields in the fourth task (WfTask4) form, out of which one field Attribute30
was to become a required web service parameter.
Figure 59
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 1 (WfTask4 – Process Map & Form)

Figure 60 below depicts the configurations of all five fields of the fourth workflow task
(WfTask4) created dynamically based on the lookup as well as user input data when the
third task (WfTask3) was commanded with action “Next Task”.
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Figure 60
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 1 (WfTask4 – Process Variables)

SimpleWorkflow Dataset 1 (WfWebServiceTask1)
This machine-centric task was invoked when the user applied the “Invoke
IOWF” command in WfTask4. There were two commands available in this task, i.e.,
IOWF-Stalled and IOWF-Success. Figure 61 below displays the diagnostic details stored
in the IOWF web service database. The data being displayed is partial data. The extended
data include numerous other details such as timestamps, users, more tracking. The
org_webservice_unique_id is a globally unique identifier created for each request
submitted to the IOWF web service by the workflow. Figure 61 below describes the
mapping between web service parameters and corresponding task forms attributes
(process variables) distributed in various workflow steps. This data is stored in the
workflow database.
Figure 61
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 1 (WfWebServiceTask1 – Webservice Parameters)
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SimpleWorkflow Dataset 1 (WfTaskEnd-Failed)
Figure 62 displays stalled process’s diagnostic details and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node, i.e., WfTaskEnd-Failed, was the final
activity/task of this workflow which turned into a stalled process. The red highlighted
nodes (i.e., WfTask1, WfTask2, WfTask4) were the nodes where required data got
missed or invalid. The diagnostic details included several tracking attributes, process
variables, web service parameters, type of error, workflow task name.
Figure 62
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 1 (Stalled Process Map & Diagnostics)

SimpleWorkflow Dataset 2 (WfTask1)
Figure 63 displays a combined view of process form and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this
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workflow. This task form allows the user one command, i.e., Next Task. There were ten
input fields in the first task (WfTask1), out of which two fields, Attribute1 and
Attribute9, were to become required web service parameters. Attribute1 was provided
and valid, while Attribute9 was a missing parameter.
Figure 63
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 2 (WfTask1 – Process Map & Form)

Figure 64 below depicts the settings of all ten fields of the first workflow task (WfTask1)
created dynamically based on the lookup and user input data when the SimpleWorkflow
process was initiated.
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Figure 64
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 2 (WfTask1 – Process Variables)

SimpleWorkflow Dataset 2 (WfTask2)
Figure 65 displays a combined view of process form and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this
workflow. This task form allows the user two commands, i.e., Next Task and Previous
Task. There were ten input fields in the second task (WfTask2) form, out of which one
field Attribute12 was to become a required web service parameter. The value for
Attribute12 was provided in a valid format.
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Figure 65
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 2 (WfTask2 – Process Map & Form)

Figure 66 below depicts the configurations of all ten fields of the second workflow task
(WfTask2) created dynamically based on the lookup and user input data when the first
task (WfTask1) was commanded with action “Next Task”.
Figure 66
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 2 (WfTask2 – Process Variables)
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SimpleWorkflow Dataset 2 (WfTask3)
Figure 67 displays a combined view of process form and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this
workflow. This task form allows the user two commands, i.e., Next Task and Previous
Task. There were five input fields in the third task (WfTask3) form, out of which one
field Attribute25 was to become a required web service parameter. The Attribute25 was
an optional web service parameter; however, it was provided in a valid format.
Figure 67
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 2 (WfTask3 – Process Map & Form)

Figure 68 below depicts the settings of all five fields of the third workflow task
(WfTask3) created dynamically based on the lookup as well as user input data when the
second task (WfTask2) was commanded with action “Next Task”.
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Figure 68
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 2 (WfTask3 – Process Variables)

SimpleWorkflow Dataset 2 (WfTask4)
Figure 69 displays the process form and map view in monitoring mode. The
yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this workflow. This task form
allows the user one command, i.e., Invoke IOWF. There were five input fields in the
fourth task (WfTask4) form, out of which one field Attribute30 was to become a required
web service parameter. The value of Attribute30 was provided in a valid format.
Figure 69
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 2 (WfTask4 – Process Map & Form)
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Figure 70 below depicts the configurations of all five fields of the fourth workflow task
(WfTask4) created dynamically based on the lookup as well as user input data when the
third task (WfTask3) was commanded with action “Next Task”.
Figure 70
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 2 (WfTask4 – Process Variables)

SimpleWorkflow Dataset 2 (WfWebServiceTask1)
This machine-centric task was invoked when the user applied the “Invoke
IOWF” command in WfTask4. There were two commands available in this task, i.e.,
IOWF-Stalled and IOWF-Success. Figure 71 below displays the diagnostic details stored
in the IOWF web service database. The data being displayed is partial data. The extended
data include numerous other details such as timestamps, users, more tracking. The
org_webservice_unique_id is a globally unique identifier created for each request
submitted to the IOWF web service by the workflow. Figure 71 below describes the
mapping between web service parameters and corresponding task forms attributes
(process variables) distributed in various workflow steps. This data is stored in the
workflow database.
Figure 71
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 2 (WfWebServiceTask1 – Webservice Parameters)
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SimpleWorkflow Dataset 2 (WfTaskEnd-Failed)
Figure 72 displays stalled process’s diagnostic details and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node, i.e., WfTaskEnd-Failed, was the final
activity/task of this workflow which turned into a stalled process. The red highlighted
node (i.e., WfTask1) was the node where required data got missed or invalid. The
diagnostic details included several tracking attributes, process variables, web service
parameters, values, type of error, workflow task name.
Figure 72
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 2 (Stalled Process Map & Diagnostics)

SimpleWorkflow Dataset 3 (WfTask1)
Figure 73 displays a combined view of process form and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this
workflow. This task form allows the user one command, i.e., Next Task. There were ten
input fields in the first task (WfTask1), out of which two fields, Attribute1 and
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Attribute9, were to become required web service parameters. The values for Attribute1
and Attribute9 were provided and valid.
Figure 73
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 3 (WfTask1 – Process Map & Form)

Figure 74 below depicts the settings of all ten fields of the first workflow task (WfTask1)
created dynamically based on the lookup and user input data when the SimpleWorkflow
process was initiated.
Figure 74
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 3 (WfTask1 – Process Variables)
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SimpleWorkflow Dataset 3 (WfTask2)
Figure 75 displays a combined view of process form and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this
workflow. This task form allows the user two commands, i.e., Next Task and Previous
Task. There were ten input fields in the second task (WfTask2) form, out of which one
field Attribute12 was to become a required web service parameter. The value for
Attribute12 was provided in a valid format.
Figure 75
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 3 (WfTask2 – Process Map & Form)

Figure 76 below depicts the configurations of all ten fields of the second workflow task
(WfTask2) created dynamically based on the lookup and user input data when the first
task (WfTask1) was commanded with action “Next Task”.
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Figure 76
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 3 (WfTask2 – Process Variables)

SimpleWorkflow Dataset 3 (WfTask3)
Figure 77 displays a combined view of process form and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this
workflow. This task form allows the user two commands, i.e., Next Task and Previous
Task. There were five input fields in the third task (WfTask3) form, out of which one
field Attribute25 was to become a required web service parameter. The Attribute25 was
an optional web service parameter whose value was not provided.
Figure 77
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 3 (WfTask3 – Process Map & Form)
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Figure 78 below depicts the settings of all five fields of the third workflow task
(WfTask3) created dynamically based on the lookup as well as user input data when the
second task (WfTask2) was commanded with action “Next Task”.
Figure 78
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 3 (WfTask3 – Process Variables)

SimpleWorkflow Dataset 3 (WfTask4)
Figure 79 displays a combined view of process form and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this
workflow. This task form allows the user one command, i.e., Invoke IOWF. There were
five input fields in the fourth task (WfTask4), out of which one field Attribute30 was to
become a required web service parameter. The value of Attribute30 was provided in a
valid format.
Figure 79
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 3 (WfTask4 – Process Map & Form)
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Figure 80 below depicts the configurations of all five fields of the fourth workflow task
(WfTask4) created dynamically based on the lookup as well as user input data when the
third task (WfTask3) was commanded with action “Next Task”.
Figure 80
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 3 (WfTask4 – Process Variables)

SimpleWorkflow Dataset 3 (WfWebServiceTask1)
This machine-centric task was invoked when the user applied the “Invoke
IOWF” command in WfTask4. There were two commands available in this task, i.e.,
IOWF-Stalled and IOWF-Success. Figure 81 below displays the diagnostic details stored
in the IOWF web service database. The data being displayed is partial data. The extended
data include numerous other details such as timestamps, users, more tracking. The
org_webservice_unique_id is a globally unique identifier created for each request
submitted to the IOWF web service by the workflow. Figure 81 below describes the
mapping between web service parameters and corresponding task form attributes
distributed in various workflow steps. This data is stored in the workflow database.
Figure 81
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 3 (WfWebServiceTask1– Webservice Parameters)
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SimpleWorkflow Dataset 3 (invokeOrg2Workflow – FindPerson)
Figure 82 displays organization2 workflow process variables’ details and
process/sub-process maps in monitoring mode.
Figure 82
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 3 (invokeOrg2Workflow)
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SimpleWorkflow Dataset 3 (WfTaskEnd-Success)
After successfully invoking and completing organization2 workflow,
organization1 workflow also gets completed successfully. The organization1 workflow
node, i.e., WfTaskEnd-Success, was the final activity/task of this organization1
workflow. The green highlighted nodes indicate that all workflow steps were completed
successfully. A unique reference ID was generated shared across both organizations and
IOWF web services.
Figure 83
SimpleWorkflow Dataset 3 (Successful IOWF Invocation – Process Map)

ShippingWorkflow Datasets (count = 2)
ShippingWorkflow was designed and developed primarily using workflow
designer, workflow engine, Microsoft.NET platform, and SQL Server. It mainly
encompasses four people's tasks, and three machine tasks as follows:
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Table 12
ShippingWorkflow Process Tasks
#

Task Name

Task Type

Process Name

1

Start Order Shipment

Synchronous – People

ShippingWorkflow

2

Select Shipping Container

Synchronous – People

ShippingWorkflow

3

Validate the Address

Synchronous – People

ShippingWorkflow

4

Pick up the Order & Deliver

Synchronous – People

ShippingWorkflow

5

Invoke Web Service

Synchronous – Machine

ShippingWorkflow

6

Notify Sender & Receive

Synchronous – Machine

ShippingWorkflow

7

Delivery Exception Workflow

Synchronous – Machine

ShippingWorkflow

Upon completion of the “Pick up the Order & Deliver” task, it invoked
IOWF web service invokeWebServiceMethod1 using the parameters whose
corresponding process variables were scattered across four workflow tasks. Upon
successful invocation and completion of the IOWF web service method, it invoked
organization2’s workflow InvokeOrg2Workflow1. Based on the architectural design and
implementation of stalled process error diagnostic, it either stalled the organization1
workflow process and displayed the diagnostic details or invoked the organization2
workflow. Two datasets were created for ShippingWorkflow, whereas Dataset 1 was for
stalled process scenario and dataset 2 is for a successful invocation scenario of
organization2 workflow. The empirical data ranged from primitive, non-primitive, and
constructed data types.
ShippingWorkflow Dataset 1 (Start Order Shipment)
Figure 84 displays a combined view of process form and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this
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workflow. This task form allows the user one command, i.e., Next Task. There were ten
input fields in the first task (Start Order Shipment) form, out of which four fields, namely
Field2, Field3, Fierld6, and Field7, were to become required web service parameters.
Figure 84
ShippingWorkflow Dataset 1 (Start Order Shipment – Process Map & Form)

Figure 85 below depicts the settings of all ten fields of the first workflow task (Start
Order Shipment) created dynamically based on the lookup and user input data when the
ShippingWorkflow process was initiated.
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Figure 85
ShippingWorkflow Dataset 1 (Start Order Shipment – Process Variables)

ShippingWorkflow Dataset 1 (Select Shipment Container)
Figure 86 displays a combined view of process form and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this
workflow. This task form allows the user two commands, i.e., Next Task and Previous
Task. There were ten input fields in the second task (Select Shipment Container), out of
which six fields, Field11, Field12, Field13, Field14, Field15, and Field16, were to
become web service parameters, whereas Field 13, Field 14, and Field16 were optional.
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Figure 86
ShippingWorkflow Dataset 1 (Select Shipment Container – Process Map & Form)

Figure 87 below depicts the configurations of all ten fields of the second workflow task
(Select Shipment Container) created dynamically based on the lookup and user input data
when the first task (Start Order Shipment) was commanded with action “Next Task”.
Figure 87
ShippingWorkflow Dataset 1 (Select Shipment Container – Process Variables)
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ShippingWorkflow Dataset 1 (Validate the Address)
Figure 88 displays a combined view of process form and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this
workflow. This task form allows the user two commands, i.e., Next Task and Invalid
Address. There were five input fields in the third task (Validate the Address), and none of
the fields became a web service parameter.
Figure 88
ShippingWorkflow Dataset 1 (Validate the Address – Process Map & Form)

Figure 89 below depicts the settings of all five fields of the third workflow task (Validate
the Address) created dynamically based on the lookup as well as user input data when the
second task (Select Shipment Container) was commanded with action “Next Task”.
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Figure 89
ShippingWorkflow Dataset 1 (Validate the Address – Process Variables)

ShippingWorkflow Dataset 1 (Pick up the Order & Deliver)
Figure 90 displays a combined view of process form and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this
workflow. This task form allows the user one command, i.e., Next Task. There were five
input fields in the fourth task (Pick up the Order & Deliver), out of which one field
named Field28 was to become a required web service parameter.
Figure 90
ShippingWorkflow Dataset 1 (Pick up the Order & Deliver – Process Map & Form)
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Figure 91 below depicts the configurations of all five fields of the fourth workflow task
(Pick up the Order & Deliver) created dynamically based on the lookup as well as user
input data when the third task (Validate the Address) was commanded with action “Next
Task”.
Figure 91
ShippingWorkflow Dataset 1 (Pick up the Order & Deliver – Process Variables)

ShippingWorkflow Dataset 1 (Invoke Web Service)
This machine-centric task was triggered when the user applied the “Next
Task” command in “Pick up the Order & Deliver”. There were two commands available
in this task, i.e., “Exception Occurred” and “Success”. Figure 92 below displays the
diagnostic details stored in the IOWF web service database. The data being displayed is
partial data. The extended data include numerous other details such as timestamps, users,
more tracking. The org_webservice_unique_id is a globally unique identifier created for
each request submitted to the IOWF web service by the workflow. Figure 92 below
describes the mapping between web service parameters and corresponding task forms
attributes (process variables) distributed in various workflow steps. This data is stored in
the workflow database.
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Figure 92
ShippingWorkflow Dataset 1 (Invoke Web Service – Webservice Parameters)

ShippingWorkflow Dataset 1 (Delivery Exception Workflow)
Figure 93 displays stalled process’s diagnostic details and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node, i.e., “Delivery Exception Workflow” was the
final activity/task of this workflow which turned to a stalled process. The red highlighted
nodes (i.e., Start Order Shipment, Pick up the Order & Deliver) were the nodes where
required data got missed or invalid. The diagnostic details included several tracking
attributes, process variables, web service parameters, values, type of error, and workflow
task name.
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Figure 93
ShippingWorkflow Dataset 1 (Stalled Process Diagnosed)

ShippingWorkflow Dataset 2 (Start Order Shipment)
Figure 94 displays a combined view of process form and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this
workflow. This task form allows the user one command, i.e., Next Task. There were ten
input fields in the first task (Start Order Shipment), out of which four fields, Field2,
Field3, Fierld6, and Field7, were to become required web service parameters. These four
fields were provided and valid.
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Figure 94
ShippingWorkflow Dataset 2 (Start Order Shipment – Process Map & Form)

Figure 95 below depicts the settings of all ten fields of the first workflow task (Start
Order Shipment) created dynamically based on the lookup and user input data when the
ShippingWorkflow process was initiated.
Figure 95
ShippingWorkflow Dataset 2 (Start Order Shipment – Process Variables)
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ShippingWorkflow Dataset 2 (Select Shipment Container)
Figure 96 displays a combined view of process form and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this
workflow. This task form allows the user two commands, i.e., Next Task and Previous
Task. There were ten input fields in the second task (Select Shipment Container), out of
which six fields, Field11, Field12, Field13, Field14, Field15, and Field16, were to
become web service parameters, whereas Field 13, Field 14, and Field16 were optional.
Valid values for Field11, Field12, and Field15 were provided in the task form.
Figure 96
ShippingWorkflow Dataset 2 (Select Shipment Container – Process Map & Form)
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Figure 97 below depicts the configurations of all ten fields of the second
workflow task (Select Shipment Container) created dynamically based on the lookup and
user input data when the first task (Start Order Shipment) was commanded with action
“Next Task”.
Figure 97
ShippingWorkflow Dataset 2 (Select Shipment Container – Process Variables)

ShippingWorkflow Dataset 2 (Validate the Address)
Figure 98 displays a combined view of process form and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this
workflow. This task form allows the user two commands, i.e., “Next Task” and “Invalid
Address”. There were five input fields in the third task (Validate the Address), and none
of the fields to become a web service parameter.
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Figure 98
ShippingWorkflow Dataset 2 (Validate the Address – Process Map & Form)

Figure 99 below depicts the settings of all five fields of the third workflow task (Validate
the Address) created dynamically based on the lookup as well as user input data when the
second task (Select Shipment Container) was commanded with action “Next Task”.
Figure 99
ShippingWorkflow Dataset 2 (Validate the Address – Process Variables)

ShippingWorkflow Dataset 2 (Pick up the Order & Deliver)
Figure 100 displays a combined view of process form and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this
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workflow. This task form allows the user one command, i.e., Next Task. There were five
input fields in the fourth task (Pick up the Order & Deliver), out of which one field
named Field28 was to become a required web service parameter. The value for Field28
was provided and valid.
Figure 100
ShippingWorkflow Dataset 2 (Pick up the Order & Deliver – Process Map & Form)

Figure 101 below depicts the configurations of five fields of the fourth workflow task
(Pick up the Order & Deliver) created dynamically based on the lookup as well as user
input data when the third task (Validate the Address) was commanded with action “Next
Task”.

Figure 101
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ShippingWorkflow Dataset 2 (Pick up the Order & Deliver – Process Variables)

ShippingWorkflow Dataset 2 (Invoke Web Service)
This machine-centric task was triggered when the user applied the “Next
Task” command in “Pick up the Order & Deliver”. There were two commands available
in this task, i.e., “Exception Occurred” and “Success”. Figure 102 below displays the
details of web service parameters stored in the IOWF web service database. The
displayed data is partial data, and the extended data includes numerous other details such
as timestamps, users, and more tracking. The org_webservice_unique_id is a globally
unique identifier created for each request submitted to the IOWF web service by the
workflow. Figure 102 below describes the mapping between web service parameters and
corresponding task forms attributes (process variables) distributed in various workflow
steps. This data is stored in the workflow database.
Figure 102
ShippingWorkflow Dataset 2 (Invoke Web Service – Webservice Parameters)
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ShippingWorkflow Dataset 2 (invokeOrg2Workflow1)
Figure 103 displays organization2 workflow process variables’ details and
process/sub-process maps in monitoring mode.
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Figure 103
ShippingWorkflow Dataset 2 (invokeOrg2Workflow1)
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ShippingWorkflow Dataset 2 (Notify Sender & Receive)
After successfully invoking and completing organization2 workflow,
organization1 workflow also gets completed successfully. The organization1 workflow
node, i.e., “Notify Sender & Receive” was the final activity/task of this organization 1
workflow. The green highlighted nodes indicate that all workflow steps were completed
successfully. A unique reference ID was generated shared across both organizations as
well as IOWF web services.
Figure 104
ShippingWorkflow Dataset 2 (Successful IOWF Invocation – Process Map)

AddIntegersWorkflow Datasets (dataset count=2)
AddIntegersWorkflow was developed primarily using workflow designer,
workflow engine, Microsoft.NET platform, and SQL Server. It was mainly composed of
two people tasks and three machine tasks as follows:
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Table 13
AddIntegersWorkflow Process Tasks
#

Task Name

Task Type

Process Name

1

Add Integers1

Synchronous – People

AddIntegersWorkflow

2

Add Integers2

Synchronous – People

AddIntegersWorkflow

3

Invoke Web Service

Synchronous – Machine

AddIntegersWorkflow

4

Successful-Invocation

Synchronous – Machine

AddIntegersWorkflow

5

Failed-Invocation

Synchronous – Machine

AddIntegersWorkflow

Upon completion of the AddIntegers2 task, IOWF web service’s
invokeWebServiceMethod2gets invoked using the parameters whose corresponding
process variables were scattered across two people (human-centric) workflow tasks.
Upon successful invocation and completion of the IOWF web service method, it invoked
organization2’s workflow. The design and implementation of the stalled process either
stalled organization1 workflow process and displayed the diagnostics details or invoked
the orgaization2 workflow. There were two datasets presented for AddIntegersWorkflow.
Dataset 1 was for stalled process scenario, and dataset 2 was for a successful
invocation/completion of organization2 workflow. The input data was selected
empirically and ranged from primitive and constructed data types.
AddIntegersWorkflow Dataset 1 (AddInteger1)
Figure 105 displays a combined view of process form and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this
workflow. This task form allows the user one command, i.e., Next Task. There were
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seven input fields in the first task (Add Integer1), out of which two fields, Control1 and
Control5, were to become required web service parameters. The value for Control4 was
not provided, and the value of Control1 was invalid.
Figure 105
AddIntegersWorkflow Dataset 1 (Add Integer1 – Process Map & Form)

Figure 106 below depicts the settings of all seven fields of the first workflow task (Add
Integer1) created dynamically based on the lookup and user input data when the
AddIntegersWorkflow process was initiated.
Figure 106
AddIntegersWorkflow Dataset 1 (Add Integer1 – Process Variables)
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AddIntegersWorkflow Dataset 1 (AddInteger2)
Figure 107 displays a combined view of process form and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this
workflow. This task form allows the user two commands, i.e., Invoke IOWF and
Previous Task. There were five input fields in the second task (Add Integer2), out of
which one field, Control12, was to become a required web service parameter.
Figure 107
AddIntegersWorkflow Dataset 1 (Add Integer2 – Process Map & Form)

Figure 108 below depicts the configurations of all the five fields of the
second workflow task (Add Integer2) created dynamically based on the lookup and user
input data when the first task (Add Integer1) was commanded with action “Next Task”.
Figure 108
AddIntegersWorkflow Dataset 1 (Add Integer2 – Process Variables)
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AddIntegersWorkflow Dataset 1 (Invoke Web Service)
This machine-centric task was invoked when the user applied the command
“Invoke IOWF” in Add Integer2. There were two commands available in this task, i.e.,
Failure and Success. Figure 109 below displays the diagnostic details stored in the IOWF
web service database. The data being displayed is partial data. The extended data include
numerous other details such as timestamps, users, more tracking. The
org_webservice_unique_id is a globally unique identifier that is created for each request
submitted to the IOWF web service by the workflow. Figure 109 below describes the
mapping between web service parameters and corresponding task forms attributes
(process variables) distributed in various workflow steps. This data is stored in the
workflow database.
Figure 109
AddIntegersWorkflow Dataset 1 (Invoke Web Service – Webservice Parameters)

AddIntegersWorkflow Dataset 1 (Failed-Invocation)
Figure 110 displays stalled process’s diagnostic details and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node Failed-Invocation was the final activity/task of
this workflow which turned into a stalled process. The red highlighted nodes (i.e., Add
Integer1, Add Integet2) were the nodes where required data got missed or invalid. The
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diagnostic details included several tracking attributes, process variables, web service
parameters, values, type of error, and workflow task name.
Figure 110
AddIntegersWorkflow Dataset 1 (Stalled Process Map & Diagnostic)

AddIntegersWorkflow Dataset 2 (AddInteger1)
Figure 111 displays a combined view of process form and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this
workflow. This task form allows the user one command, i.e., Next Task. There were
seven input fields in the first task (Add Integer1), out of which two fields, Control1 and
Control5, were to become required web service parameters. The values for Control1 and
Control5 were provided and valid.
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Figure 111
AddIntegersWorkflow Dataset 2 (Add Integer1 – Process Map & Form)

Figure 112 below depicts the settings of all the seven fields of the first workflow task
(Add Integer1) created dynamically based on the lookup and user input data when the
AddIntegersWorkflow process was initiated.
Figure 112
AddIntegersWorkflow Dataset 2 (Add Integer1 – Process Variables)

AddIntegersWorkflow Dataset 2 (AddInteger2)
Figure 113 displays a combined view of process form and process map in
monitoring mode. The yellow color node is the currently executing activity/task of this
workflow. This task form allows the user two commands, i.e., Invoke IOWF and
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Previous Task. There were five input fields in the second task (Add Integer2), out of
which one field, Control12, was to become a required web service parameter. The value
for Attribute12 was provided in a valid format.
Figure 113
AddIntegersWorkflow Dataset 2 (Add Integer2 – Process Map & Form)

Figure 114 below depicts the configurations of all five fields of the second workflow task
(Add Integer2) created dynamically based on the lookup and user input data when the
first task (Add Integer1) was commanded with action “Next Task”.
Figure 114
AddIntegersWorkflow Dataset 2 (Add Integer2 – Process Variables)

AddIntegersWorkflow Dataset 2 (Invoke Web Service)
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This machine-centric task was invoked when the user applied the “Invoke
IOWF” command “Add Integer2”. There were two commands available in this task, i.e.,
Failure and Success. Figure 115 below displays the logging details stored in the IOWF
web service database. The displayed data is partial data, and the extended data includes
numerous other details such as timestamps, users, and more tracking. The
org_webservice_unique_id is a globally unique identifier that is created for each request
submitted to the IOWF web service by the workflow. Figure 115 below describes the
mapping between web service parameters and corresponding task forms attributes
(process variables) distributed in various workflow steps. This data is stored in the
workflow database.
Figure 115
AddIntegersWorkflow Dataset 2 (Invoke Web Service – Webservice Parameters)

AddIntegersWorkflow Dataset 2 (invokeOrg2Workflow2 - AddIntegers)
Figure 116 displays organization2 workflow process variables’ details and
process/sub-process maps in monitoring mode.
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Figure 116
AddIntegersWorkflow Dataset 2 (invokeOrg2Workflow2)

AddIntegersWorkflow Dataset 2 (Successful-Invocation)
After successfully invoking and completing organization2 workflow,
organization1 workflow also gets completed successfully. The organization1 workflow
node, i.e., Successful-Invocation, was the final activity/task of this organization 1
workflow. The green highlighted nodes indicate that all workflow steps were completed
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successfully. A unique reference ID was generated shared across both organizations as
well as IOWF web services.
Figure 117
AddIntegersWorkflow Dataset 2 (Successful IOWF Invocation)

Historical Diagnostics Report of Stalled Processes
A comprehensive report was built to examine active errors in all stalled
processes in all the workflows and IOWF web services. From a historical standpoint, it
allows users to view stalled processes’ errors for a selected workflow.
Figure 118
Historical Diagnostics of IOWF Stalled Processes
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Findings
Figures for diagnostics details shown in the dissertation report contain only a
limited set of key reporting fields. A complete set of fields is mentioned in the entityrelationship diagrams (ERD) for workflow and IOWF web service databases. The SQL
views and queries were used to select only key attributes for the reports shown. The
diagnostics included the following:
•

Whether a required web service parameter was missing?

•

Whether a required web service parameter was invalid?

•

Where were the sources of those missing and invalid web service parameters?

•

Extended tracking details of the missing and invalid web service parameters.
o Processes details
o Tasks details
o IOWF web services details
o IOWF web service error details
The response/execution times taken by the IOWF web service algorithm

(invokeWebServiceMethod) are mentioned in table 14:
Table 14
Response time invokeWebServiceMethod
#

Response Time

Status

1

961ms (582 bytes)

Successful Invocation

2

75ms (1214 bytes)

Failed due to schema issue

3

27ms (598 bytes)

Failed due to missing parameter value
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The response/execution times taken by the IOWF Webservice algorithm
(invokeWebServiceMethod1) are mentioned in Table 15:
Table 15
Response time invokeWebServiceMethod1
#

Response Time

Status

1

908ms (586 bytes)

Successful

2

71ms (1205 bytes)

Failed due to schema issue

3

28ms (560 bytes)

Failed due to missing parameter value

The response/execution times taken by the IOWF Webservice algorithm
(invokeWebServiceMethod2) are mentioned in Table 16:
Table 16
Response time invokeWebServiceMethod2
#

Response Time

Status

1

1180ms (586 bytes)

Successful

2

33ms (1220 bytes)

Failed due to schema issue

3

22ms (548 bytes)

Failed due to missing parameter value

The average response time for successful Org2 Workflow invocation was 1016ms. The
average response time for failure due to schema issue was 59ms. The average response
time due to the missing parameter value was 25ms. The response/execution times,
profiling, performance, and code metrics were evaluated for workflow algorithm for all
three workflow datasets in development and testing tools. The response/execution times
were recorded and mentioned in the Tables 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22 as follows:
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Table 17
Response Time of Simple Workflow – Successful invocation
SimpleWorkflow
#

Task Name

Response Time

1

WfTask1

157ms

2

WfTask2

185ms

3

WfTask3

95ms

4

WfTask4

84ms

5

IOWF Invocation

2300ms

Total

2821ms

Status

Successful Invocation

Table 18
Response Time of Simple Workflow – Failed invocation
SimpleWorkflow
#

Task Name

Response Time

1

WfTask1

158ms

2

WfTask2

97ms

3

WfTask3

67ms

4

WfTask4

73ms

5

IOWF Invocation

325ms

Total

720ms

Status

Failed Invocation
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Table 19
Response Time of Shipping Workflow – Successful invocation
ShippingWorkflow
#

Task Name

Response Time

1

Start Order Shipment

156ms

2

Select Shipment Container

112ms

3

Validate the Address

107ms

4

Pickup the Order & Deliver

113ms

5

IOWF Invocation

1570ms

Total

2058ms

Status

Successful Invocation

Table 20
Response Time of Shipping Workflow – Failed invocation
ShippingWorkflow
#

Task Name

Response Time

1

Start Order Shipment

147ms

2

Select Shipment Container

89ms

3

Validate the Address

91ms

4

Pickup the Order & Deliver

88ms

5

IOWF Invocation

325ms

Total

740ms

Status

Failed Invocation
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Table 21
Response Time of AddIntegersWorkflow – Successful invocation
AddIntegersWorkflow
#

Task Name

Response Time

1

Add Integer1

96ms

2

Add Integer2

96ms

3

IWOF Invocation

1400ms

Total

1592ms

Status

Successful Invocation

Table 22
Response Time of AddIntegersWorkflow – Failed invocation
AddIntegersWorkflow
#

Task Name

Response Time

1

Add Integer1

136ms

2

Add Integer2

88ms

3

IWOF Invocation

272ms

Total

496ms

Status

Failed Invocation

A vital pre-requisite for the success and usefulness of this approach is that all
lookup data items in processes, tasks, and web services should be configured and
populated carefully and accurately. Otherwise, diagnostic would not be accurate and
would produce false positives and true negatives, i.e., it was experienced that doing
invalid configuration of processes or tasks or web services produced error; however,
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there was no error in reality. Similarly, invalid configuration did not indicate errors, but
errors existed in the workflow.
Summary of Results
A suitable configuration of processes, processes’ variables, tasks, tasks’
variables, web services, and web services’ parameters in the databases, files, interorganizational workflows, and IOWF web services accurately and efficiently diagnosed
the root causes of stalled processes with respect to missing or invalid processes’ variables
passed to an IOWF web service from organizaztion1 workflow to invoke organization2
workflow. Fourteen (14) comprehensive datasets were created, tested, and passed through
the three inter-organizational workflows (along with three IOWF web services) to
determine the usefulness, correctness, and uniqueness of the software architecture and its
partial implementation. The SimpleWorkflow and invokeWebServiceMethod consumed
three datasets comprised of two failed cases and one successful invocation case. The
ShippingWorflow and invokeWebServiceMethod1 consumed two datasets comprised of
one failed and one successful invocation case. The AddIntegersWorkflow and
invokeWebServiceMethod2 also consumed two datasets comprised of one failed case and
one successful invocation case. The dynamic input and configurable data in all the
datasets were selected empirically. The primitive, non-primitive, and constructed data
types were utilized and configured in the workflows and web services. Table 23 and
Table 24 display a summary of the results.
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Table 23
Workflow Datasets Summary
Workflow Datasets Summary
Org1 Workflow Name

SimpleWorkflow

ShippingWorkflow

AddIntegersWorkflow

IOWF Webservice

invokeWSMethod

invokeWSMethod1

invokeWSMethod2

Org2 Workflow Name

invokeOrg2Workflow

invokeOrg2Workflow1

invokeOrg2Workflow2

Org1 Workflow Built

OptimaJet, .NET, SQL

OptimaJet, .NET, SQL

OptimaJet, .NET, SQL

Org2 Workflow Built

APPIAN

APPIAN

APPIAN

WCF, .NET, SQL

WCF, .NET, SQL

WCF, .NET, SQL

Workflow Datasets

3

2

2

People Tasks

4

4

2

Machine Tasks

3

3

3

Process Variables

30

30

12

Webservice Parameters

5

11

4

Mandatory Parameters

4

8

3

Optional Parameters

1

3

1

Primitive/NonPrimitive

Primitive/NonPrimitive

Primitive/NonPrimitive

Detected

Actual

Detected

Actual

Detected

Actual

3

3

2

2

2

2

Detected

Actual

Detected

Actual

Detected

Actual

2

2

3

3

2

2

IOWF Webservice Built

Parameter Data Types

Invalid Parameters

Missing Parameters

Out of Scope Exceptions

Several

Several

Several

Failed Invocation (Stalled)

2

1

1

Successful Invocation

1

1

1

Avg. Time Complexity

O(n)

O(n)

O(n)

Avg. Space Complexity

O(n)

O(n)

O(n)

Correctness of Method

100%

100%

100%
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Table 24
Standalone IOWF Webservice Datasets Summary
Standalone IOWF Webservice Datasets Summary
IOWF Webservice

invokeWSMethod

invokeWSMethod1

invokeWSMethod2

Org2 Workflow Name

invokeOrg2Workflow

invokeOrg2Workflow1

invokeOrg2Workflow2

Org2 Workflow Built

APPIAN

APPIAN

APPIAN

WCF, .NET, SQL

WCF, .NET, SQL

WCF, .NET, SQL

Webservice Datasets

3

2

2

Webservice Parameters

5

11

4

Mandatory Parameters

4

8

3

Optional Parameters

1

3

1

Primitive/Nonprimitive

Primitive/Nonprimitive

Primitive/Nonprimitive

Detected

Actual

Detected

Actual

Detected

Actual

2

2

2

2

2

2

Detected

Actual

Detected

Actual

Detected

Actual

1

1

1

1

1

1

IOWF Webservice Built

Parameter Data Types

Invalid Parameters

Missing Parameters

Out of Scope Exceptions

1

Several

Several

Failed Invocation (Stalled)

2

1

1

Successful Invocation

1

1

1

Avg. Time Complexity

O(n)

O(n)

O(n)

Avg. Space Complexity

O(n)

O(n)

O(n)

Correctness of Method

100%

100%

100%
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
Conclusions
The primary aim of this dissertation effort was the diagnosis of errors in
stalled inter-organizational workflow processes. Several reasons for workflow process
stalling were analyzed and examined. The reasons included network error,
misconfigurations, data errors, latency issues, development & design issues, web service
errors, authentication & authorization errors. The dissertation focused on troubleshooting
stalled workflow process errors due to problems in process data. Extensive research
efforts in two dimensions were made to achieve the goals and objectives of this
dissertation.
First, a fault-tolerant software architecture was designed and extended to an
API-based workflow system, and part of it was implemented using object-oriented
principles. Two relational databases, one for the IOWF web service and one for a
workflow, were designed, implemented, and integrated with two workflow systems,
including an API-based workflow system and a cloud-based low code BPM platform.
The software architecture, design, evaluation, and implementation worked as expected
per the hypothesis made for diagnosing errors in stalled workflow process due to missing
or invalid values of process variables. The basic structures and foundations of software
architecture were constructed to systematically preserve the entire trail of an end-to-end
workflow process instance in several storage systems. The end-to-end workflow
processes included an organization1 workflow, an organization2 workflow, and an IOWF
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web service that relayed organization1 and organization2 workflows. Although
organization2 workflows were designed, developed, and integrated at their basics, major
software engineering was done at the ognaization1 workflow and IOWF web services
sides. The scope and vision of software architecture implementation were limited to
diagnosing stalled process errors for missing and invalid values of process variables
passed to IOWF web services. Software architectural designs using UML and ERD
diagrams also supported process/task level verification and validation of
process/task/web service variables/parameters. Theories with respect to missing/invalid
values of process variables in the IOWF web service concluded that if proper tracking
and traces of process variables in workflow processes can be made from their inception
till disposal, then an accurate diagnosis of stalled process errors (due to missing/invalid
values of process variable) is possible. The implementation of software architecture was
centered on diagnosing errors that happened during an IOWF web service call by a
workflow, whereas the overall software architectural design also prevented processes
from getting stalled, i.e., fault-tolerance features in software architecture.
The second major deliverable in this dissertation was outlining the guiding
principles and the best practices for workflow process modeling and designing using any
standard workflow system or BPMS. The guiding principles and the best practices were
illustrated and evaluated empirically. The guiding principles and best practices explain
how the business processes should be modeled, designed, and developed so that
workflows would become fault-tolerant, do not get stalled, and improve the overall
resolution time if they stall. Modern-day workflow systems and BPMS support the
methods used in the guiding principles and the best practices.
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Implications
BPMS and WfMS are widely used across many industries and essential
research subjects in academia with many unresolved problems, especially resolving
stalled processes. BPMS and WfMS vendors and customers invest substantial resources
to resolve stalled workflow processes. It takes a vast amount of time for experts to find
the root causes of errors in stalled processes and fix them. This research is an important
benchmark in diagnosing errors in stalled processes, which is a significant milestone
towards resolving the stalled processes. The approaches, methodologies, and solutions
created in this dissertation are generic and can be adopted by any standard BPMS or
WfMS. The reason behind choosing an API-based workflow system was to have more
control over the approach, and hence it is more suitable to extensible BPMS/WfMS.
Although the implementation was done using specific software development tools, the
design and architecture can be integrated and implemented by any vendor and customers
using their proprietary BPMS and WfMS that support object-oriented methodology and
integration interfaces. Similarly, the guiding principles and the best practices outlined in
this dissertation for process modeling and designing are generic and can be implemented
using any standard BPMS/WfMS vendors and customers provided that their specific
BPMS/WfMS is extensible and equipped with integration features. The ultimate benefits
of employing the software architecture approach and process modeling’s best practices in
workflow automation will be a significant decrease and prompt resolution of stalled
workflow processes.
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Recommendations
The scope of the dissertation was limited to the detection and diagnosis of
errors in stalled IOWF processes. The detection and diagnosis of errors will be more
advantageous if the approaches, methodologies, and solutions are further advanced to
resolve stalled processes and bring them back to running state from stalled state. The
research efforts should be made to utilize the outcome of this research to address the
resolution part of stalled processes. The guiding principles and the best practices of
process modeling and designing should be applied and practiced by the vendors,
developers, and customers interested in workflow automation and streamlining their
business processes. Since only a partial implementation of software architecture was done
in this dissertation, there is still a reasonable capacity to implement some features already
designed in architecture but not implemented, such as process, task, and web service level
verification and validation. Another important direction for future enhancements and
improvements would involve extending this research to further evaluate the invalidity of
a process variable or a web service parameter from the semantic perspective.

Summary
WfMS and BPMS are revolutionary software products and play a vital role
across a wide range of industries to automate and streamline business processes.
Organizations reserve significant budgets to build and maintain their digital
infrastructures, including workflow and business process automation. Like other
evolutionary software products, workflows also need continuous improvements,
innovations, and optimizations according to the needs of organizations. Workflow
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processes are not limited to being local to the same organization. Based on the business
and market needs, workflows can span multiple organizations to form an interorganizational workflow (IOWF) process. There are many advantages and benefits as
throughput, delivering better services, integrity, precision, and rationalization of
implementing an IOWF process among two or more organizations. Many
implementational difficulties and challenges such as security and interoperability also
exist in establishing a successful and secure IOWF process. Software exceptions continue
to happen even in thoroughly tested and certified top-tiered applications and systems; the
same is true for workflow applications and systems. Workflow systems and products of
workflow systems continue to throw exceptions in production environments even after
proper threat modeling, exception handling, vigorous designing, and reliable
implementation. Missing and invalid values of process variables are one of the most
common causes of exceptions and errors in IOWF processes. The stalled workflow
processes cost organizations in terms of operational delays, enormous business loss, and
dissatisfied customers.
A workflow takes inputs in the form of process variables from other
resources, computes them, and produces an output in the form of process variables. This
dissertation was accomplished by finding the root causes of stalled IOWF processes due
to missing and/or invalid values of process variables passed to an IOWF web service used
to invoke other organizations’ workflows. To date, several methods are used to make
seamless cross-organizational communication possible within an IOWF. The web
services/Web API is the most reliable medium for IOWF invocation. The research
utilized two workflow systems; one was an API-based workflow engine used to design
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and develop organizaton1 workflows, while the other was a cloud-based low code BPMS
used to design and develop organization 2 workflows. A state-of-the-art IOWF web
service was designed and developed to interconnect organization 1 workflow with
organization 2 workflows.
The hypothesis and research questions were established and pioneered
throughout the dissertation phases. The theory lies in the fact that if inbound and
outbound process variables consumed in the workflow processes, tasks, and web services
could be traversed systematically, finding the source of those process variables that are
missed or invalid is entirely possible. In order to track process variables and web service
parameters, a relational database system was needed to preserve end-to-end IOWF
process data. For this purpose, two relational databases were modeled, designed, and
developed concerning the stalled process error diagnostics from scratch where one
database for organization 1 workflow and the second for IOWF web service. The major
entities used in the data design for these two databases include process, task, web service,
and web service error. Each of these major entities needed to store static/lookup and
dynamic/transactional data. The API-based workflow engine was extended by creating a
software architecture supported by the chosen software quality attributes, goals, and
requirements of building a workflow system that could find the root causes of stalled
processes due to missing or invalid values of process variables or web service parameters.
The software architecture was designed using UML diagrams, including use case,
sequence, and class diagrams. ERD diagrams were created for designing the workflow
and web service databases. Alongside software architecture and database design
deliverables, the guiding principles and the best practices were defined for workflow
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process modeling for preventing the frequent stalling and malfunction of workflow
processes. Several workflow diagrams were created to elaborate a high-level process
modeling and designing concepts. The workflow process stalling can be prevented by
following these guidelines and the best practices that can be implemented using any
standard WfMS/BPMS that support integration and customization features.
The verification and validation of the hypothesis were justified by creating
fourteen (14) datasets that were applied on the example IOWF processes and IOWF web
services. The data analysis of results revealed that the software engineering methods
devised to build and implement the software architecture were successful. The
dissertation's primary goal was to diagnose errors in stalled IOWF process, which can be
enhanced by utilizing this methodology to further resolve the stalled IOWF processes.
Retrying the stalled process or web service operation could be useful if the failure occurs
due to some network error. However, failure occurs due to missing or invalid process
variables, then retrying the same process without providing or correcting the data will
stall the process again. The error diagnosis required figuring out the web service
parameters, web service parameters bound process variables, correct process variables
values, and the workflow nodes where these values were initiated and passed through the
process artifacts. The method devised a dynamic approach to track the complete lifecycle
of a web service parameter from its inception, mapping with process variables, mapping
with task variables, and its containing processes and tasks. The database designs for
workflow and web service were extensible and stored process data in such a way that the
database does not need a schema change if new workflow processes, tasks, and web
service operations needed to be introduced. The application and system design for
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workflows and web services were also extensible so that it does not need significant code
changes when new workflows or web services need to be established. All it needed was
to properly set up new workflows and web service methods in application/system and
their lookup/static workflow process data in databases.
A precise and efficient traversal of workflow process data items found the
root causes of errors in stalled processes that get stalled because of missing or invalid
values of process variables that are passed to an IOWF web service used to invoke a
workflow hosted by other organizations. Some workflow process data items include
process variables, task variables, and web service parameters. The backtracking of key
workflow data items requires them to be stored systematically and retrieved back
systematically when troubleshooting and diagnosis must be done on stalled processes.
The database designs and software architectures for the workflows and IOWF web
services were critical achievements in this dissertation. The implementation of faulttolerant software architecture, data design, and the results of data analysis turned in as
expected. The quantitative, qualitative, retrospective, and prospective data analysis was
performed on the selected datasets and test case; the results revealed the 100% success
factor when processes and data set up were correct. However, if lookup/static data for the
processes, tasks, and web services of IOWF did not set up correctly, then it returned false
positive and true negative results. The design and analysis of computer science
algorithms were done with respect to time and space complexity for storing and
retrieving the process data in the normalized relational databases. The average time
complexity of algorithms turned Θ(𝑛), and the space complexity was O(g(𝑛)).
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An API-based workflow system was chosen to implement the software
architecture and data design; however, designs were generic, and therefore, implementers
of standard and extensible workflow products can consume the approaches and methods
used in this dissertation. The guiding principles and the best practices for workflow
modeling were evaluated empirically and found to be useful, exhibit fault-tolerance,
prevent frequent stalling of process, autonomy, balanced coupling & cohesion, efficiency,
robustness, preciseness, security, and availability. Supported BPMS/WfMS can be used
to implement the guiding principles and the best practices. The software architecture was
flexible and has capacities to validate process/task/web service variables at
process/task/web service levels (not implemented) rather than at web service invocation
time (implemented). The approach to bring a stalled process back to normal or, in other
words, to resolve a stalled process may require a multi-dimensional approach. Once
problem nodes are identified, retrying them while populating the correct data in those
problem nodes would be a possible solution. However, retrying the problem node could
cause duplication and redundant data because tasks next to problem node run in the
forward direction because they are chained altogether. Therefore, only populating the
correct data and retrying the problem node is not a good enough solution alone. A careful
business process analysis is required so that WfMS/BPMS does not re-execute those
workflow nodes that are already executed successfully in the row or parallel or, in other
words, find a solution to avoid duplication and redundancy in the workflow process data.
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Appendices
Appendix A
API-based Workflow Engine’s Architecture as Retrieved from Vendor Documentation
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Appendix B
Organization1 Workflows’ Landing Page with Designer View

Appendix C
Organization1 Workflow Engine’s Legend View
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Appendix D
List of Databases (4)
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Appendix E
IOWF Web Service Database – Top Level Artifacts
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Appendix F
Workflow Database – Top Level Artifacts
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Appendix G
Workflow Database Views and Stored Procedures – Top Level Artifacts

Appendix H
SOAPUI View of IOWF Web Service Methods
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Appendix I
Organization2 Workflows Top Level Artifacts (Low Code)

Appendix J
High-Level View of Artifacts of Organization1 Workflows (API Based)
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Appendix K
High-Level View of Artifacts of IOWF Web Service
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